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Abstract

Metabolites are small molecules which are used in, or created by, chemi-
cal reactions occurring in living organism. They play important functions such
as energy transport, signaling, building block of cells and inhibition/catalysis.
Understanding biochemical characteristics (or identification) of metabolites is
an essential part of metabolomics to enlarge the knowledge of biological sys-
tems. It is also key to the development of many applications and areas such
as biotechnology, biomedicine or pharmaceutical sciences. However, this still
remains a challenging task with a huge number of potentially interesting but
unknown metabolites. Mass Spectrometry is a common analytical technique
that measures the mass-to-charge ratio of ions converted from a portion of a
chemical sample. The results are typically presented as a mass spectrum, a plot
of intensity as a function of mass-to-charge ratio. Another way to represent a
mass spectrum is as a list of peaks, each is defined by its mass-to-charge ratio
and intensity value.

Identification of metabolites based on mass spectra can be regarded as a re-
trieval task: given a query spectrum of an unknown molecule, we aim to find
molecules which have similar spectra from a reference database. A traditional
approach is to compare the query against reference spectra in the database. The
candidate molecules from the reference database are ranked based on the simi-
larity between their reference spectra and the query, and the best matched can-
didates are returned. However, the reference databases often contain spectra of
a small fraction of molecules in reality, leading to unreliable matching results if
the molecule of query spectrum is not in the reference database. Consequently,
to mitigate the insufficiency of such databases, alternative approaches for the
task are devised. In this thesis, we explore computational methods for metabo-
lite identification from spectra data with a focus on machine learning (ML),
which has two stages: (i) mapping a spectrum to an intermediate representa-
tion (usually a molecular fingerprint, which is a binary vector to encode the
presence of predetermined substructures or chemical properties in a molecule)
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and (ii) retrieving candidate molecules from the reference database. The contri-
butions of this thesis include: 1) we present a comprehensive survey on recent
advances and prospects of computational methods for metabolite identifica-
tion from mass spectra with an emphasis on ML approach; 2) we present SIM-
PLE, a method for predicting molecular fingerprints from spectra with ability
to explicitly incorporate peak interactions and has interpretation, which are
not addressed by the current cutting-edge methods for fingerprint prediction
(stage (i)); 3) we present ADAPTIVE, a method for predicting chemical struc-
tures from spectra through learnable intermediate representations to overcome
the drawbacks of molecular fingerprints: being very large to cover all possible
substructures and redundant. We summarize each topic below in more detail.

In Chapter 1, we thoroughly survey computational methods for metabo-
lite identification from mass spectra. The primary purpose of this survey is
not only to summarize the proposed techniques in literature, but also to sys-
tematically organize them into groups according to their methodology and ap-
proaches. It would be beneficial for researchers to comprehend the key dif-
ferences between techniques as well as rationale behind their groupings. We
grouped computational techniques for the task into the following main cate-
gories: 1) spectra library; 2) in silico fragmentation and 3) ML. Given a query
spectrum, spectra library is to compare it against a database of reference spec-
tra of known molecules and rank the candidates based on their similarity to the
query. In contrast, in silico fragmentation attempts to generate simulated spec-
tra from the chemical structures in a compound database and then compare
them with the query spectrum. ML is to predict intermediate representations
between spectra and chemical structures of compounds and then use such rep-
resentations for matching or retrieval. Our research focuses on developing ML
models for predicting the intermediate representations with high accuracy and
interpretation.

In Chapter 2, we present SIMPLE, a sparse learning based tool for finger-
print prediction. It takes a query spectrum of an unknown molecule as an
input and predicts binary fingerprints as output, indicating which substruc-
tures or chemical properties are present in the molecule corresponding to the
query spectrum. We then can use these predicted fingerprints to query candi-
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date molecules with most similar fingerprints in the reference database. SIM-
PLE achieved around accuracy of 78.86%, which was comparable to the top-
performance kernel based methods, which achieved around 76-80%, obtained
by 10-fold cross validation on the MassBank dataset with 402 spectra. On
the other hand, these kernel based methods needed around 1500 milliseconds,
which is more than 300 times slower than that of SIMPLE, which required less
than 5 milliseconds on the same dataset. This is a sizable difference when we
process a huge amount of spectra produced by the current high-throughput
mass spectrometry. One advantage of sparse learning models over kernel based
methods is interpretation. SIMPLE clearly revealed individual peaks and peak
interactions that contribute to enhancing the performance of predicting a par-
ticular fingerprint, shown by some case studies. In more technical detail, we
formulate a sparse interaction model for spectra data. The model encourages
sparsity over peaks and low-rankness over peak interactions while minimizing
the classification errors for predicting the presence of fingerprints. The formu-
lation of model is convex and guarantees global optimization, for which we
develop an alternating direction method of multipliers algorithm.

In Chapter 3, we present ADAPTIVE, a tool for metabolite identification
with learnable intermediate representations from given pairs of spectra and
corresponding chemical structures of known molecules. It takes a spectrum of
an unknown molecule as input and outputs a list of candidate compounds from
the reference database. Instead of using fingerprints as in existing methods,
ADAPTIVE could learn intermediate representations (called molecular vectors)
between spectra and chemical structures of compounds. The benefits of learn-
ing molecular vectors are: 1) specific to both given data and task of metabolite
identification and 2) more compact than molecular fingerprints, leading to a
significant improvement in terms of both predictive performance and compu-
tational efficiency. ADAPTIVE with the molecular vector size of 300 achieved
top-10 and -20 accuracies of 71.1% and 78.52%, which are 4% and 5% higher
than those of the current best method, input output kernel regression (IOKR),
respectively, obtained by 10-fold cross validation on a benchmark dataset with
4138 spectra. Furthermore, ADAPTIVE took 1000 milliseconds for retrieving
one spectrum, while IOKR needed more than 3000 milliseconds on the same
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dataset, meaning that ADAPTIVE was three times faster than IOKR. Techni-
cally, ADAPTIVE has two parts for learning two mappings: (i) from chemical
structures to molecular vectors; (ii) from spectra to molecular vectors. The first
part learns molecular vectors for molecular structures by maximizing the cor-
relation between given spectra and molecular structures. The second part uses
input output kernel regression, the current cutting-edge method for mapping
spectra to molecular vectors obtained by the first part.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Metabolomics involves studies of a great number of metabolites, which are
small molecules present in biological systems. They play a lot of important
functions such as energy transport, signaling, building block of cells and inhi-
bition/catalysis. Understanding biochemical characteristics (or identification)
of the metabolites is an essential and significant part of metabolomics to en-
large the knowledge of biological systems. It is also the key to the development
of many applications and areas such as biotechnology, biomedicine or pharma-
ceuticals. However, the identification of metabolites remains a challenging task
in metabolomics with a huge number of potentially interesting but unknown
metabolites. The standard method for identifying metabolites is based on the
mass spectrometry (MS) preceded by a separation technique. The output of
the mass spectrometer, given a sample ( of molecules or metabolites), is a mass
spectrum, which is simply the m/z ratios of the ions present in a sample plotted
against their intensities. Another way to represent a mass spectrum is as a list
of peaks. Each peak shows a component of unique m/z in the sample, and its
height implies the relative abundance of the various components in the sample.
An illustration of an example mass spectrum is shown in Figure 1.1.

Identification of metabolites can be regarded as a retrieval task: given a
query spectrum of an unknown molecule, we aim to find molecules which have
similar spectra from a reference database. A traditional approach is to compare
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the query against reference spectra in the reference database. The candidate
molecules from the reference database are ranked based on the similarity be-
tween their reference spectra and the query, and the best matched candidates
are returned. However, the reference databases often contain spectra of a small
fraction of molecules in reality, leading to unreliable matching results if the
molecule of query spectrum is not in the reference database. Consequently, to
mitigate the insufficiency of such databases, alternative approaches for the task
are devised.

A number of computational methods or tools have been developed to tackle
the task of metabolite identification. Remarkably, machine learning (ML) is the
key to recent development of the task, and it can be divided into two main
categories:

• Supervised learning is to learn a relationship or mapping from input to
output. Here, the input is a mass spectrum, and the output is a binary
vector (or so-called molecular fingerprints) to indicate which predeter-
mined substructures or chemical properties are present in the measured
molecule of the input spectrum. The predicted molecular fingerprints by
the learned mapping can be used to characterize the measured molecule
or retrieve and score candidate molecules in the reference database. Fin-
gerID [Heinonen et al., 2012b], CSI:FingerID [Shen et al., 2014b] and IOKR
[Brouard et al., 2016a] are examples of this category.

• Unsupervised learning is to learn underlying structures from a set of input
without output specified. Here, the input are only a collection of MS spec-
tra. Metabolites may have common substructures, yielding shared sub-
sets of peaks in their spectra. Unsupervised learning allows to extract
such relevant substructures. Extracted substructures may be regarded as
important biochemical processes and subsequenly used to group similar
metabolites or improve the accuracy of metabolite identification. MS2LDA
[van Der Hooft et al., 2016] and MSSAR [Mrzic et al., 2017] are examples
of this category.

In this thesis, computational methods with a focus on supervised ML are
proposed to tackle the metabolite identification task. We aim to develop su-
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pervised learning models for identifying metabolites with the two following
main criteria: (i) High predictive performance: given a query mass spectrum of
unknown molecule, the proposed methods are expected to produce a highly
accurate list of candidate molecules from the reference database with most sim-
ilar reference spectra; (ii) Computational efficiency: in order to be able to process
large-scale datasets of molecules (e.g. PubChem), it is desirable for the pro-
posed methods to produce good list of candidate molecules with fast prediction
as well; (iii) Interpretability: a mass spectrum is represented by a list of peaks,
each of which corresponds to a fragment captured by the device; a set of few
peaks (or fragments) may comprise a substructure or chemical property, there-
fore it is desirable to identify which peaks determine which chemical property
from spectra data.

1.2. Overview of the thesis

In this thesis, we explore computational methods for metabolite identifi-
cation from mass spectra data with a focus on machine learning (ML). More
specifically, the contributions of the thesis are presented as follows:

In Chapter 1, we present necessary background knowledge regarding the
metabolite identification task from mass spectra data, and thoroughly survey
computational methods for dealing with this task. The primary purpose of this
survey is not only to summarize the proposed techniques in literature, but also
to systematically organize them into groups according to their methodology
and approaches. It would be beneficial for researchers to comprehend the key
differences between techniques as well as rationale behind their groupings. We
grouped computational techniques for the task into the following categories:
1) spectra library; 2) in silico fragmentation; 3) fragmentation trees and 4) ML.
This thesis is focused on the ML approach, which has two stages: (i) mapping
a spectrum to an intermediate representation (usually molecular fingerprints
and this stage is often referred to as fingerprint prediction) and (ii) retrieving
candidate molecules from the reference database using the predicted finger-
prints.

In Chapter 2, we propose two learning models that allow to incorporate
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peak interactions along with individual peaks for fingerprint prediction. First,
we extend the state-of-the-art kernel learning method by developing kernels
for peak interactions to combine with kernels for peaks through multiple kernel
learning (MKL). Second, we formulate a sparse interaction model for metabo-
lite peaks, which we call SIMPLE, which is computationally light and inter-
pretable for fingerprint prediction. The formulation of SIMPLE is convex and
guarantees global optimization, for which we develop an alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm. Experiments using the MassBank
dataset show that both models achieved comparative prediction accuracy with
the current top-performance kernel method. Furthermore, SIMPLE clearly re-
vealed individual peaks and peak interactions which contribute to enhancing
the performance of fingerprint prediction.

In Chapter 3, we present ADAPTIVE, another method for metabolite iden-
tification with learnable intermediate representations from given pairs of spec-
tra and corresponding chemical structures of known molecules. It takes a spec-
trum of an unknown molecule as input and outputs a list of candidate molecules
from the reference database. Instead of using (binary) molecular fingerprints
as in existing ML based methods, ADAPTIVE could learn intermediate rep-
resentations (called molecular vectors) between spectra and chemical struc-
tures of molecules. The benefits of learning molecular vectors are: 1) specific
to both given data and task of metabolite identification and 2) more compact
than molecular fingerprints. By conducting experiments on a publicly available
benchmark data set, we demonstrated that ADAPTIVE could obtain a signifi-
cant improvement in terms of both predictive performance and computational
efficiency compared to the existing state-of-the-art methods for the same task.

We conclude this thesis in Chapter 4.

1.3. Background on Mass Spectrometry

In order to better understand metabolites, various techniques, most com-
monly used Mass Spectrometry (MS) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
have been employed to measure them in a high-throughput manner with dif-
ferent approaches [Wishart, 2009]. Both of the techniques are quite complemen-
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tary and promising in the area, but neither has been shown to be clearly pre-
ferred over the other, because different techniques might also be used, depend-
ing on various factors such as the type and quality of sample to be analyzed, as
well as the concentration and molecular properties of the metabolites. In gen-
eral, NMR allows for a detailed characterization of the chemical structure of the
compound, and it is opted for unambiguous identification of a chemical struc-
ture. However a disadvantage of NMR is that it requires abundant and pure
sample, yielding low sensitivity. By contrast, MS is more sensitive and spe-
cific, requiring less amount of samples, but providing less information about
the chemical structures, namely its elemental composition and some structural
fragments. Furthermore, the most important information exclusively obtained
by MS is the molecular weight of the target molecule. We focus on the use of
MS rather than NMR throughout the rest of this thesis.

MS is a commonly used technique in analytical chemistry [De Hoffmann
and Stroobant, 2007, Gross, 2006, McLafferty and Turecek, 1993] for measuring
the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of one or more molecules in a chemical sample.
The output is a mass spectrum, which is represented by a graph with m/z on
the x-axis and the relative abundance of ions with m/z values on the y-axis
(Figure 1.1). Another way to represent a mass spectrum is as a list of peaks, each
of which is defined by its m/z and intensity value (top-right corner of Figure
1.1). The intensity values are often normalized such that the highest peak has a
relative intensity of 100 for the subsequent processing stages.

A mass spectrometer consists of at least these three components: ionization
source, mass analyzer and a detector (Figure 1.2). The ionization source is the
component by which input molecules become charged ions. Two commonly
used form of ionization are: Electron Ionization (EI) and Electrospray Ioniza-
tion (ESI) which are introduced later. The mass analyzer is the component to
physically separates ions according to their m/z. Commonly used mass ana-
lyzer types includes: quadrupole, time-of-flight and orbitrap devices. The de-
tails of these devices can be found in [Dass, 2007, De Hoffmann and Stroobant,
2007, Makarov, 2000]. Once the ions have been separated according to their
m/z, the responsibility of the detector is to detect and quantify the ions.

In order to analyse complex biological mixtures, an initial separation of
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Figure 1.1: Example mass spectrum from the public Human Metabolome
Database for 1-methylhistidine (HMBD00001) [Wishart et al., 2017], with its
corresponding chemical structure (top-left) and peak list (top-right).

the mixture is often performed by a chromatographic step to provide pure or
near pure compounds to the mass spectrometer [De Hoffmann and Stroobant,
2007, McLafferty and Turecek, 1993]. There are two commonly used forms of
chromatography: gas chromatography (GC) and liquid chromatography (LC).
GC requires the input sample to be in the gaseous phase and targets typically
thermally stable and volatile compounds. GC is commonly coupled with EI
method which is previously mentioned in mass spectrometry, called GC-MS, or
GC-EI-MS. The gas-phase compounds eluted by GC are taken to the ionization
source and then ionized by the bombarding electrons. The resulting molecu-
lar ion is a positively charged radical and then is broken into fragments, some
of which will be charged, some will be neutral. The mass spectrum contains
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Figure 1.2: Main components of a mass spectrometer: Ionization source, mass
analyzer and detector

peaks corresponding to the masses of the charged fragments and the precursor
ion as well. Since these values provide the masses of some its substructures,
they can be used elucidate the structure of the molecule. Different from GC, LC
uses liquid mobile phase and suitable for the study of more thermally unsta-
ble and non-volatile compounds. This form is most commonly coupled with
ESI mass spectrometry, known as LC-ESI-MS. Instead of losing an electron as
in previously mentioned GC-EI-MS, most of the compounds result in proto-
nated (or deprotonated) molecular ions and adduct ions by LC-ESI-MS. ESI
method is one of the softest ionization methods, which means that the molecu-
lar ions are unlikely to be fragmented further, providing no information about
the structures of compounds. A MS/MS system, also known as tandem MS
(denoted MS/MS) consists of two mass analyzers coupled with Collision In-
duced Dissociation (CID) has been a versatile and powerful for many applica-
tions. Ions are separated in the first mass analyzer (MS1), then enter a colli-
sion or fragmentation cell and fragmented, leading to generation of ions called
product ions which are separated in the second mass analyzer (MS2) and de-
tected, eventually resulting in MS/MS spectra or tandem mass spectra. Multi-
stage mass spectrometry (MSn) allows to further fragment the product ions,
providing ways to link these product ions to their precursor ions, thus, provid-
ing more information about fragmentation process. For this purpose, product
ions found in MS/MS are chosen as precursor ions and fragmented to smaller
product ions, resulting in MS3 spectra. By the same way, MS4 and so on are
produced.
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1.4. Computational approaches for metabolite iden-
tification from mass spectra data

Identification of metabolites from mass spectra is an important step for fur-
ther chemi-biological interpretation of metabolomics samples. In practice, this
process is presumed to be one challenging and also time-consuming task in
metabolomics experiments. Different from peptides and protein where the
fragmentation is generally simple due to the repetition of their structures, the
fragmentation process of metabolites under varying fragmentation energies is
a more complicated stochastic process. Therefore, the interpretation of mass
spectra is cumbersome and require expert knowledge. There have been lots
of computational techniques/software proposed and developed to deal with
the task of metabolite identification. The primary purpose of this survey is
not only to summarize the proposed techniques in the literature, but also to
systematically organize them into groups according to their methodology and
approaches. It would be beneficial in making researchers comprehend the key
differences between techniques as well as the rationale behind their groupings.
In general, we grouped computational techniques for the task into the follow-
ing categories: (1) mass spectral library; (2) in silico fragmentation; (3) frag-
mentation tree and (4) ML. Given a query MS/MS spectrum of an unknown
compound, mass spectral library is to compare the query spectrum against a
database of MS/MS spectra of reference compounds and rank the candidates
based on their similarity to the query spectrum. In contrast, in silico fragmen-
tation attempts to generate simulated spectra from the chemical structures of
reference compounds in a database and compare them to the query MS/MS
spectrum. Fragmentation trees are constructed from MS/MS spectra by opti-
mization techniques and can be used to cluster compounds into groups. ML
is to learn and predict intermediate representations between spectra and com-
pound structures and then use such representation for matching or retrieval.
The scheme of this grouping is illustrated in Figure 1.3 and the details of the
approaches and their difference will be presented in the following subsections.
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Figure 1.3: The overview of approaches for metabolite identification. The num-
bers show the corresponding (sub)sections for each category

1.4.1 Mass spectral library

A traditional approach is to compare an unkown MS or MS/MS spectrum
of unknown compound against a database of a number of reference MS or
MS/MS spectra [Dunn and Ellis, 2005, Scheubert et al., 2013, Tautenhahn et al.,
2012]. The candidate molecules from the database are ranked based on their
similarity of their spectra and the query spectrum and the best matching candi-
dates are returned. In order to do that, various similarity or distance function
have been proposed, from simple weighted counts of matching peaks [Stein
and Scott, 1994], to more complicated probability-based measures [Mylonas
et al., 2009].

However, the main disadvantage of these methods is that, the reference
database is often incomplete and represents only a small fraction of molecules
in reality, leading to unreliable matching results if the reference spectrum of the
targeted compound is not contained in the database. For example, the public
Human Metabolome Database [Wishart et al., 2017] consists of MS/MS spec-
trum for only approximately 2000 compounds, compared to more than 40,000
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known human metabolites. The Metlin database [Smith et al., 2005] contains
MS/MS spectra for more than 13,000, compared to over 240,000 endogenous
and exogenous metabolites. The Global Natural Products Social Networking
(GNPS) Library [Wang et al., 2016] contains MS/MS spectra for around 4000
compounds.

Consequently, to mitigate the insufficiency of the reference database, alter-
native approaches for identifying metabolites have been devised to deal with
unavailability of measured reference spectra.

1.4.2 In silico fragmentation tools to aid metabolite identifica-
tion

Due to the lack of MS/MS data of compounds in mass spectral databases,
the ability to identify unknown molecules through search in mass spectra databases
is limited as mentioned in the previous subsection. Therefore, the advent of
software tools for predicting fragments and their abundance from the molec-
ular structures of compounds can fill the gap between spectral and structural
databases. This strategy has been successfully applied in protein studies to
construct database containing data on trypsin-associated cleavage and MS/MS
spectra of peptides, such as MASCOT [Cottrell and London, 1999] and SE-
QUEST [Eng et al., 1994]. However, compared to the prediction of fragmen-
tation mechanism for peptides and protein which is simple due to the repeti-
tion in their structures, the fragmentation of precursor ions of metabolites in a
tandem mass spectrometer is a much more complicated stochastic process and
depends on various factors including: the detailed three-dimensional structure
of metabolites, the amount of energy to break several certain bonds to obtain
the product ion, the probabilities of different dissociation reactions which can
be considered as a function of the applied collision energy and the pressure
in the collision chamber and so on. Nowadays, many in silico fragmentation
software tools have been developed and are used to identify MS/MS spectra
when the reference spectrum is not available. In this section we surveys dif-
ferent tools/methods using various algorithms for in silico fragmentation. The
algorithms differ in the way that they deploy different strategies to generate in
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silico fragments from the chemical structure/graph of the candidate compound.
We can divide them into three subgroups: rule-, combinatorial- and ML-based
fragmentation tools (see Figure 1.3).

Rule-based methods

The rule-based in silico fragmentation tools are used to predict/generate
theoretical spectra from molecular structures/graph of compounds in the database
using a set of rules. This set of rules is a collection of general and heuristic rules
of fragmentation processes extracted from data sets of elucidated MS/MS spec-
tra. The predicted spectra of candidate compounds from the database will be
compared with the queried spectrum [Hill et al., 2008, Kumari et al., 2011].

A typical commercial software tool, Mass Frontier [Mistrik, 2004], devel-
oped by HighChem, can generate fragments according to general rules, or
to specific rule libraries. The libraries can be defined by users or provided
by HighChem or combination of both. ACD/MS Fragmenter (available at:
http://www.acdlabs.com), another commercial tool, also uses a comparable
set of rules to generate fragments. MOLGEN-MSF [Schymanski et al., 2009],
developed by the University of Bayreuth, uses general fragmentation rules and
also is able to accept additional rules as an optional input file when calculating
fragments. Besides, non-comercial rule based software tools, like MASSIS Chen
et al. [2003] and MASSIMO Gasteiger et al. [1992] adopted different ways. In
particular, structure-specific cleavage rules contained in MASSIS are divided
into 26 different molecular classes. A molecule is classified into one or some
of these classes and the corresponding fragmentation rules are applied to ob-
tain a set of fragments. MSSIMO uses a small set of general fragmentation
reactions parameterized with reaction probabilities drawn from a collection of
determined fragmentations.

In fact, these rule-based methods are not preferred in practice due to sev-
eral disadvantages: 1) the fragmentation process can significantly be variant
due to small changes in structure of a molecule. Hence, a fragmentation rule
collected from a known fragmentation of a molecule may not be applied to an-
other, even though they have very similar chemical structures; 2) experimental
results showed that, a set of general rules is insufficient to identify some ob-
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served fragments with a reasonably high accuracy. Although specific rules are
constantly added to rule databases, they do not need to be applied to a new
undiscovered compound in many cases and 3) the product ions of generated
spectra have the same intensities because the bond cleavage rates are ignored.
In reality, different molecules can generate the same product ions and the rela-
tive intensities can play a meaningful role in distinguishing these molecules.

Combinatorial-based methods

Different from the above software tools which rely on fragmentation rule
databases, combinatorial-based methods are to generate a graph of substruc-
tures from the chemical structure of a candidate compound in the database
(see Figure. 1.4), then find the most likely subset of the substructures or so-
called fragmentation trees that best matches the query spectrum by solving
optimization problems. An advantage offered by this approach is in situations
where MS/MS spectra of compounds with less known fragmentation rules are
queried. Some typical methods are reviewed in this subsection. In general,
methods belonging to this subsection differ in the way of how they find the
fragmentation tree best matches to the query spectra to produce a similarity
score.

FiD (Fragment iDentificator, Heinonen et al. [2008]) performs a search over
all possible fragmentation paths and outputs a ranked list of alternative struc-
tures. More specifically, given a graph structure of a precursor ion and its
MS/MS spectrum, FiD first generates all possible connected subgraphs by a
depth-first graph traversal (see Fig. 1.4), then computing the masses of prod-
uct ions corresponding to the generated subgraphs to match with observed
peak masses in the spectrum. After that, a list of candidate fragments are ob-
tained then each of which is assigned a cost, namely, the standard bond en-
ergy required to cleave bonds from the precursor ion. Obviously, the candidate
fragment with smaller cost will be preferred. Finally, a combinatorial optimiza-
tion method, such as mix integer linear programming (MILP) is used to assign
candidate fragments to measured peaks with minimal cost. Their experimen-
tal results show that, the product ions predicted by FiD agree better with the
manual identification produced by domain experts than those of the rule-based
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of generating all connected subgraphs of the precur-
sor graph

fragment identification tools mentioned in the previous section. However, the
main drawback of FiD is the computational expensiveness due to the follow-
ing reasons: 1) rapid increase in the number of connected subgraphs; 2) the
computational complexity of MILP to explain peaks with most likely candidate
fragments. For these reasons, FiD can be applied to only small sized molecules.

Another combinatorial based method is MetFrag [Wolf et al., 2010] using
heuristic strategies, such as breadth-first search algorithm with a maximum
tree depth parameter or removing duplicated subgraphs, to limit the search
space of candidate fragments, overcoming the computational difficulty of FiD
which employs depth-first graph traversal to generate subgraphs, as illustrated
in Figure 1.4. Hence, it is much faster than FiD and can be applied to a full struc-
ture database to find the compound that explains best the spectrum. MetFrag
use bond dissociation energies for the cost of cleaving bonds. The candidate
fragments are then used to rank the candidate molecules in the database with-
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Figure 1.5: An illustration of MAGMA to recursively rank structure candidates
with multiple levels

out finding the most likely fragments corresponding to the spectrum. In the
same vein, MAGMA, introduced in [Ridder et al., 2012], is an extended version
to multistage spectral trees MSn. Different from MetFrag, when a substructure
is considered to explain an MS2 product ion which is the precursor ion of MS3

spectrum, in addition to its substructure score, the resulting MS3 spectrum is
also taken into account. This spectrum is temporarily annotated with only sub-
set of the substructure, similarly to MS2 level fragmentation spectrum. Then,
the substructure scores obtained at level 3 are added to the sore at level 2 and
this total core is for ranking substructure candidates for MS/MS peak and its
fragmentation spectrum. This procedure is applied recursively to handle MSn

with any level, as illustrated in Figure 1.5.
Gerlich and Neumann [2013] presented a system, namely MetFusion, to

combine the results from MassBank (search in spectral database) and MetFrag
as illustrated in Figure 1.6. The aim of this combination is to take advantage
of complementary approaches to improve the compound identification, that is,
the vast coverage of the structural databases queried by MetFrag and reliable
matching results achieved by search in spectral libraries if similar spectra are
available. The experimental results show that a combination of an in silico frag-
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Figure 1.6: The flowchart of MetFusion: MassBank and MetFrag process the
query spectrum and return two individual ranked list of compound candidates.
The lists are then combined into a single integrated list of re-ranked candidates
by calculating the similarity between candidate structures.

mentation based method with curated reference measurements can improve
compound identification and achieve the best of two approaches. More details
about this method and results can be found in [Gerlich and Neumann, 2013].

A drawback of this approach is that the above methods are mainly based on
a bond disconnection based approach to generate fragments from molecules,
e.g. standard bond energy and bond dissociation energy used by FiD and Met-
Frag, respectively. However, these are solely approximate estimates and bond
dissociation energies are much more complicated in reality. These limitations
have been tackled with some methods based on learning models which are
presented the following subsections.
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Machine Learning- based methods

Besides the above approaches to generate in silico fragmentation from graph
structure of compounds, there are a few work proposed to use ML models to
learn the fragmentation process from the training data and have shown great
promise in generating in silico spectra for the structural identification purpose.
To avoid the confusion with the content in section 4, we clarify here that ML
methods are used to learn and predict the presence of certain fragments (e.g.
whether a bond between two atoms is broken or not) to generate in silico spec-
tra from chemical structures. In a different sense, methods in section 4 are to
learn and perform classification or clustering from spectra (see Figure 1.7 for
illustration).

The previously mentioned methods to generate in silico fragments from
chemical structure of compounds are based on either chemical reaction equa-
tions or approximate bond strength. None of them have shown sufficient accu-
racy in generating in silico spectra for enable automated and correct identifica-
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tion of metabolites. To overcome the difficulty, Kangas et al. [2012] presented
a method, named ISIS, using ML to generate in silico MS/MS spectra for lipids
solely from chemical structure of compounds without fragmentation rules and
no need to define bond dissociation energy. The main idea is that, for every
bond in the molecular structure, one artificial neural network (ANN) is de-
signed to predict bond cleavage energy from which bond cleavage rates can be
calculated to determine the relative intensities; another is to predict which side
of the bond is charged and captured by the detector in the mass spectrometer.
These ANNs are iterated over all bonds in a molecule to find bond cleavage
energies and charged ions. For the leaning process, the weights of the former
ANN are trained by genetic algorithm (GA) to better predict the bond cleavage
energies that produce ions and their corresponding intensities in the in silico
spectra. The objective of GA is to have the in silico spectra match those in the
experimental spectra using a Pearson R2 correlation. The latter ANN is trained
by backpropagation algorithm in which the labels can be found by comparing
the fragment masses to the experimental spectra.

Allen et al. [2015] proposed a probabilistic generative model, namely Com-
petitive fragmentation mode (CFM), for the fragmentation process. They as-
sume that each peak in the spectrum is generated by a fixed length sequence
of random fragment states. It consists of two models: transition model to de-
fine the probability of each fragment leads to another at one step in the process
and an observation model to map the final intermediate fragment state to the
give peak. The parameter estimation for the transition and observation mod-
els is performed by an Expectation Maximization -like algorithm. The trained
CFM can be used to predict peaks in the spectrum and for metabolite identifi-
cation. The results showed that, CFM obtained substantially better ranking for
the correct candidate than MetFrag and FingerID. However, like other above
methods, this method is limited to small molecules due to the combinatorial
enumeration of fragmentation possibilities. It is worthy noting that, while ISIS
is based on supervised ML, CFM is based on unsupervised learning to predict
spectra.
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1.4.3 Fragmentation tree

Fragmentation tree (FT) plays an important role in interpreting the struc-
ture of molecules since it is usually assumed that only MS/MS spectrum is not
sufficient to describe the fragmentation process. It is noteworthy that these FTs
are constructed from spectra while the trees mentioned in combinatorial based
methods are generated from chemical structures of candidate compounds. This
section is devoted to review the benefits of the use of fragmentation trees for
metabolite identification and summarize methods to construct them directly
from the MS/MS spectra.

Unlike proteins and glycans where molecules are only fragmented at spe-
cific chemical bonds and thus the fragmentation process can be well under-
stood, this process for small metabolites can happen at almost any bonds, hence,
being difficult to predict and interpret MS/MS data. Böcker and Rasche [2008]
proposed using FTs for interpretation of MS/MS spectra. The FT as shown in
Figure 1.8 can bring several benefits such as, they can be used to identify the
molecular formula of a molecule , also to interpret the fragmentation process
of a precursor ion by MS/MS spectrum (see Rasche et al. [2010]). Because of
this reason, there are some efforts [Brouard et al., 2016a, Shen et al., 2014b] to
use FTs combined with MS/MS spectra in identifying metabolites which will
be discussed later. Moreover, we can align FTs of two unknown compounds to
compare them based on their corresponding trees, by which, useful informa-
tion about unknown compounds that cannot be identified also can be derived
such as a clustering (see Rasche et al. [2012], Rojas-Cherto et al. [2012] for more
details).

A FT is represented by a set of vertexes, each of which corresponds to a
fragment or precursor ion, and is annotated with its molecular formula. Edges
connecting pairs of vertexes represent fragmentation reaction and are anno-
tated with the molecular formulas of neutral loss. Briefly, FT computation
is performed in two main steps: 1) Construction of weighted fragmentation
graph containing all possible trees corresponding to the given MS/MS data;
2) Searching for the highest score tree inside the graph. More specifically, the
fragmentation graph is constructed as follows: each peak in the MS/MS spec-
tra is assigned to one or more molecular formulas with mass sufficiently close
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Figure 1.8: Noscapine and the corresponding hypothetical fragmentation tree
computed by the method introduced in Rasche et al. [2010].

to the peak mass. These resulting molecular formulas are vertexes of a directed
acyclic graph (DAG). Two vertexes u and v are connected by an edge (u, v) if
the molecular formula of u is sub-formula of the formula of v and that edge
is assigned a score using the annotated neutral loss (i.e., the fragment not be-
ing captured by the device) and/or other properties such as peak intensities,
mass deviation, representing how likely the neutral loss is. Also, vertexes in
the graph are colored so that two vertices with the same color correspond to
the same peak. To avoid the case that, there are two vertexes in the FT to repre-
sent the same peak, another constraint is added, that is any two vertexes in the
tree have different colors, (or so-called colorful tree) must be imposed, leading
to the Maximum Colorful Subtree problem (MCS):

MCS problem: Given a vertex-colored DAG G = (V, E) with a set of colors
C and weights w : E→ R. Find the induced colorful subtree T = (VT, ET) of G
of maximum weight w(T) = ∑e∈ET

w(e).
Despite the fact that finding MCS is an NP-hard problem which was proved

in Rasche et al. [2012], many algorithms have been proposed to solve this and
they can be categorized into two main groups: exact algorithms and heuristics.

Exact algorithms: Böcker and Rasche [2008] used dynamic programming
over vertices and color subsets to solve exactly the MCS problem. Denote
W(v, S) the maximal score of a colorful tree with root v and a color subset
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S ⊂ C. The matrix W can be computed by the following recurrence:

W(v, S) = (1.1)

max


max

u:c(u)∈S\{c(v)},vu∈E
W(u, S \ {c(v)}) + w(v, u)

max
(S1,S2):S1∩S2={c(v)},S1∪S2=S

W(v, S1) + W(v, S2)

Then, the two-dimensional matrix W can be computed from the above re-
currence with the initial condition W(v, {c(v)}) = 0. The time and space com-
plexity of this algorithm are O(3kk|E|) and O(2k|V|), respectively. This algo-
rithm should be used for only small size molecules due to these exponential
running time.

A brute-force approach also is introduced by the same authors where all
combinations of vertices that can form a colorful set are considered. Maximum
Spanning Tree (MST) is calculated for each combination with some additional
constraints that the resulting tree is a colorful subtree. Finally, the MST with
the highest score will be selected as the fragmentation tree.

Interestingly, Rauf et al. [2013] formulates the MCS problem as an integer
linear program (ILP). Specifically, denote xuv be a binary variable for each edge
uv of the fragmentation graph G = (V, E) and V(c) be the set of all vertices
in G, which have the color c, for each c ∈ C. Then, the MCS problem can be
represented by:

max ∑
uv∈E

w(u, v)xuv (1.2)

s.t.


∑u with uv∈E xuv ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V \ {r},
xvw ≤ ∑u with uv∈E xuv for all vw ∈ E with v 6= r,

∑uv∈E with v∈V(c) xuv ≤ 1 for all c ∈ C,

xuv ∈ {0, 1} for all uv ∈ E.

The constraints in the above optimization problem ensure that the obtained
solution satisfies the condition of being colorful subtree. In particular, the first
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constraint ensures that there is at most one parent vertex for each vertex in the
graph, meaning that the solution is a forest. The second constraint require the
solution to be connected and the third one make sure that at most one vertex of
each color will be selected in the solution.

Heuristics: Böcker and Rasche [2008] proposed a simple greedy heuristic
by considering the edges according to their weights in descending order. The
first edge is pick first. Then, the next edge from the ordered list that satisfies the
constraint of colorful subtree is selected or rejected, otherwise. This procedure
is iterated until enough edges have been selected. Another strategy, top-down
heuristic, starts at root and repeatedly select the outgoing edges satisfying the
constraint of colorful subtree with highest score or move back to the root if no
such edge exists. The algorithm terminates if no edge at the root can be chosen.

Besides the above methods, Böcker and Rasche [2008] presented a heuristic
that combines dynamic programming and a greedy approach. The idea behind
is that, dynamic programming strategy is used to construct a preliminary sub-
tree (or so-called backbone) with small number of vertices and then complete
it by using a greedy approach (see Böcker and Rasche [2008] for more details).

Some experimental results show that, for small molecules, the brute-force
and dynamic programming based methods can quickly find the optimal solu-
tion. Especially, for task requiring construction of accurate FTs, such as tree-
alignment for MS/MS spectra [Rojas-Cherto et al., 2012], it is advised that ex-
act methods should be used. In the case of dealing with a huge number of
molecules, to decrease the running time, the heuristic in combination with an
exact method (e.g., tree completion heuristic, Rauf et al. [2013]) may be pre-
ferred. Increasing the size of backbone tree improves the quality of the results
but endures the price of significantly increased running time.

1.4.4 Machine learning-based metabolite identification

Recently, several ML frameworks have been introduced to deal with the
task of metabolite identification. Besides identifying chemical compounds by
searching in structural databases as presented in the previous sections, there
are some methods proposed to predict structural substructures or general chem-
ical properties such as [Brouard et al., 2016a, Heinonen et al., 2008, 2012b]. An-
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Figure 1.9: An illustration to clarify the difference between supervised and un-
supervised learning for metabolite identification: (a) substructure prediction
using supervised learning to map a given MS/MS spectrum to an intermedi-
ate representation (e.g. fingerprints), which is subsequently used to retrieve
candidate metabolites in the database. (b) substructure annotation using unsu-
pervised learning to extract biochemically relevant substructures with certain
confidence from the given spectrum. Then, the similarity between the MS/MS
spectrum and a chemical structure of a metabolite is estimated according to
their common substructures. Note that the output of supervised learning (e.g.
fingerprints) may indicate the presence/absence of all predefined substructures
whereas that of unsupervised learning may be a list of substructures frequently
occurring in the database.

other direction is to automatically discover substructures directly from a set of
MS/MS spectra from which we can identify the candidate compounds from the
database based on their substructures, such as [Mrzic et al., 2017, van Der Hooft
et al., 2016]. More importantly, ML approach is the key technology behind the
progress. In this subsection, we cover ML frameworks for this task which can
be divided into two subgroups: supervised learning for substructure predic-
tion and unsupervised learning for substructure annotation. The difference
between the two subgroups can be intuitively illustrated as in Figure 1.9.
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Supervised learning for substructure prediction

The task of supervised learning for metabolite identification is that, given a
set of MS/MS spectra and corresponding chemical structures of known molecules,
one may want to learn a mapping function from a MS/MS spectrum to a chem-
ical structure of molecule. However, this task is challenging because both input
and output spaces (mass spectra and chemical structures) are highly structured
objects. Instead of learning directly a mapping from a spectrum to a molecule,
fingerprint-based approach has been used in many systems. This can be called
two-step approach in many publications. A molecular fingerprint is a feature
vector which is used to encode the structure of a molecule. In general, the
values of this vector are binary indicating the presence or absence of a certain
substructure or more general chemical property. The methods based on finger-
print prediction are usually carried out in two steps as illustrated in Figure 1.9.
The first step is to predict a fingerprint with supervised ML, which is regarded
as a collection of binary classification tasks, each task corresponds to a bit in
the fingerprint. The second step then uses the predicted fingerprint to query
the database with techniques in ranking/information retrieval.

The first step can be dealt with by classification tools such as linear discrim-
inative analysis (LDA), partial least squares discriminative analysis (PLS-DA,
Yoshida et al. [2001]), or decision tree [Hummel et al., 2010b]. A notable method
is FingerID [Heinonen et al., 2008], which uses support vector machine (SVM,
Burges [1998]) with kernels to predict fingerprint. The kernels for pairs of mass
spectra were defined, including integral mass kernel and probability product
kernel (PPK, Jebara et al. [2004b]). It is noteworthy that the above methods are
mainly based on the information from individual peaks present in the spec-
tra while ignoring their interactions. In fact, such information is proved to be
useful in predicting fingerprint.

CSI:FingerID [Dührkop et al., 2015b, Heinonen et al., 2012b], an extended
version of FingerID, jointly takes MS/MS spectra and corresponding FTs as in-
put to improve the predictive performance since FTs, reviewed in the previous
subsection, can be used to provide prior knowledge about the structure of com-
pound (i.e., dependencies between peaks in spectra), which was ignored in the
previous system. In order to do this, kernels for FTs have to be defined which
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Figure 1.10: Simplified graphical representation of LDA.

range from simple ones for node including node binary (NB), node intensity
(NI); for edges including loss binary (LB), loss count (LC), loss intensity (LI) to
more complicated ones like common paths counting (CPC), common subtree
counting (CSC) and so on. Subsequently, multiple kernel learning (MKL, Gö-
nen and Alpaydın [2011]) is used to combine these kernels using several meth-
ods, including centered alignment (ALIGNF, Cortes et al. [2012b]), quadratic
combination [Li and Sun, 2010] and lp-norm regularized combination [Kloft
et al., 2011b]. The combined kernel is then used in learning the final model for
fingerprint prediction. CSI:FingerID presented improved scores against other
benchmarked tools but has the current limitation of processing MS/MS spectra
one at a time due to the need of computationally heavy conversion of spectra
into FTs

Unsupervised learning for substructure annotation

The metabolites may have common substructures, and this may yield com-
mon product ions in their MS/MS spectra. Many substructures among them
contain information pertaining to the biochemical processes present. There-
fore, extraction of such biochemically relevant substructures allows molecules
to be grouped based on their shared substructures regardless of classical spec-
tral similarity. Also, this can be used to improve the accuracy of metabolite
identification.

One of typical software tools for chemical substructure exploration is
MS2Analyzer [Ma et al., 2014] which is a library-independent tool, allowing to
exploit the potential structure information contained in mass spectra. It were
developed to elucidate substructures of small molecules from accurate MS/MS
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spectra. The main function of this tool is to search mass spectral features in-
cluding: neutral loss, precursor, fragment ions mass and mass differences in
a large number of mass spectra. By combining the searching results and sub-
structure/ compound class relationship knowledge, compounds can be iden-
tified. However, MS2Analyzer can find all molecules sharing a specific set of
mass spectral features provided by users and sample-specific features are likely
to be ignored. Another technique, namely molecular networking [Wang et al.,
2016, Watrous et al., 2012, Yang et al., 2013], groups precursor ions i.e., MS1
peaks, based on their MS2 spectral similarity, e.g., cosine score, such that one
metabolites which are structural annotated in a cluster can be used to annotate
their neighbors. The drawback of molecular networks is that only MS1 peaks
with high similarity are grouped and spectral features specifying the clusters
have to be manually extracted. Thus, it may be failed to cluster molecules shar-
ing small substructures with low MS2 spectral similarity.

MS2LDA, presented in [van Der Hooft et al., 2016], is a software tool offer-
ing benefits of both of these methods while overcoming their disadvantages.
It can automatically extract relevant substructures in molecules based on their
co-occurrence of mass fragments and neutral losses, and cluster the molecules
accordingly. Based on the assumption that, each observed MS/MS spectrum is
composed of one or more substructures, MS2LDA adopt Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (LDA, Blei et al. [2003]) initially developed for text mining for extracting
such substructures. LDA is a bayesian version of probabilistic latent semantic
analysis . In standard setting for text mining, LDA models each of D docu-
ments as a discrete distribution over T latent topics, each of which is a discrete
distribution over a vocabulary of V words. For document d, the distribution
over topics, denoted by θd, is drawn from a Dirichlet distribution Dir(α), and
for each topic t, the distribution over words, denoted by φt, is drawn from a
Dirichlet distribution Dir(β). A generative process in LDA is defined on docu-
ment d as follows (note that the index d for document d is omitted for simplifi-
cation):

1. Choose θ ∼ Dir(α).

2. For each word wi in document d:
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Figure 1.11: The correspondence between LDA for text and MS2LDA for mass
spectra: LDA finds topics based on the co-occurrence of words while MS2LDA
finds substructures based on the co-occurrence of mass fragments and neutral
losses. This figure is adapted from van Der Hooft et al. [2016].

(a) Choose a topic zi ∼ Multinomial(θ).

(b) Choose a word wi ∼ Multinomial(φzi)

where latent variable zdi is a topic assignment for ith word wdi in the document
d. The parameters to be learned include α and β. The graphical representation
of this process is illustrated in Figure 1.10.

The correspondence between text documents and fragmentation spectra
can be obviously observed from ML perspective. LDAs decompose a docu-
ment into topics based on the co-occuring words, while MS2LDA decompose
MS/MS spectra into patterns of co-occuring fragments and losses. Learning
LDA (MS2LDA) is to extract these topics (patterns or so-called (Mass2) Mo-
tifs) as illustrated in Figure 4.1. For reference, either collapsed Gibb sampling
[Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004] or Variational Bayes [Blei et al., 2003] can be used
to assign topics (Mass2Motifs) to words (peaks). This step applied to mass
spectra is called substructure annotation. By MS2LDA, each metabolite can be
explained by one or more Mass2Motifs by which we can partly identify un-
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known metabolites via their spectra. Also, It can be used to quickly classify
metabolites into functional classes without knowing the complete structures.

A drawback of the above mentioned MS2LDA is that, the extracted motifs
still need to be structurally annotated based on expert knowledge which is a
complex process and time-consuming. To overcome this difficulty, Mrzic et al.
[2017] introduces an automated method named MESSAR for substructure rec-
ommendation from mass spectra, motivated by frequent set mining which is a
popular class of methods in unsupervised data mining. Similarly to MS2LDA,
this method is also capable of capturing recurring patterns from mass spectra.
In brief, molecular substructures are first generated for a database of metabo-
lites for which both experimental MS/MS spectrum and molecular structures
are available, then are combined with fragment ions and mass differences be-
tween product fragment ions to construct a single dataset in transactional for-
mat. Subsequently, frequent set mining techniques are applied to this set to
extract rules of the following format: peaks p (or mass difference md) can be
associated with substructure s with support f and confidence c. Such rules can
be used to annotate substructures with calculated scores of support and con-
fidence for mass spectra in which, the given peaks and mass differences are
observed. Moreover, the recommended substructures can also be used to rank
candidate metabolites retrieved from a database. The ranking is performed
based on the similarity between recommended substructures and candidate
molecular structures. Metabolites with a high number of substructures with
high confidence are assigned a higher rank.

It is worth noting that, the aim of the above mentioned methods are simi-
lar, i.e., substructure annotation. While MS2LDA only needs a set of unlabeled
MS/MS spectra for learning without prior information about the molecular
structures, MESSAR utilizes both experimental spectra and the correspond-
ing structures, hence, providing an automated substructure recommendation
as opposed to expert-driven substructure annotation by MS2LDA.
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1.5. Summary

In this Chapter, we have focused on the introduction of backgrounds on
metabolite identification task from MS or MS/MS data. We also have thor-
oughly reviewed the proposed techniques in the literature to tackle the task.
Many techniques and software tools are systematically organized into groups
according to their methodologies and approaches so that researchers can com-
prehend the key differences between techniques as well as the rationale be-
hinds their groupings.

In general, we grouped computational techniques for the task of metabolite
identification into the following categories: (1) mass spectral library; (2) in silico
fragmentation; (3) fragmentation tree and (4) ML. Given a query MS/MS spec-
trum of an unknown compound, mass spectral library is to compare the query
spectrum against a database of MS/MS spectra of reference compounds and
rank the candidates based on their similarity to the query spectrum. In contrast,
in silico fragmentation attempts to generate simulated spectra from the chemi-
cal structures of reference compounds in a database and compare them to the
query MS/MS spectrum. Fragmentation trees are constructed from MS/MS
spectra by optimization techniques and can be used to cluster compounds into
groups. ML is to learn and predict an intermediate representation (typically
molecular fingerprint) between spectra and compound structures and then use
such representation for matching or retrieval. Our research is focused on the
ML approach. That is, we develop statistical ML models fo predicting inter-
mediate representations of chemical compounds (or molecules) from MS/MS
spectra effectively and efficiently.
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Chapter 2

Interaction models for fingerprint
prediction

2.1. Introduction

Recent success in computational methods for metabolite identification from
mass spectra data has been led by ML, which has two stages: 1) fingerprint pre-
diction: predict a fingerprint with supervised ML, and 2) candidate retrieval:
use the predicted fingerprint to query the reference database. Figure 2.1 illus-
trates the general scheme of twos-stage fingerprint prediction based methods
for metabolite identification. Our particular focus in this chapter is the first
stage, which predicts the fingerprint that is a binary (or rarely real-valued) vec-
tor, indicating the presence (or absence) of a certain substructure or generally
chemical property. This stage has been tackled by many ML methods, includ-
ing linear discriminative analysis (LDA) [Imre et al., 2008] and decision tree
[Hummel et al., 2010a]. A notable method is FingerID [Heinonen et al., 2012a],
which used support vector machine (SVM) with kernels for pairs of mass spec-
tra, including integral mass kernel and probability product kernel (PPK) [Je-
bara et al., 2004a].

We point out three drawbacks of the existing ML approaches: 1) all methods
are based on the information from individual peaks in spectra, without explic-
itly considering peak interactions, which leads to the limitation of predictive
performance; 2) There is an interesting (not ML-based) software, which out-
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puts, given a spectrum, a so-called fragmentation tree (FT) [Böcker and Rasche,
2008, Rasche et al., 2011]. In a FT, possible fragments corresponding to peaks in
spectrum are shown as node labels, where parent-child relationships in this tree
are inclusive relations of fragments in chemical structure. FT is indeed inter-
esting, but this software of converting a given spectrum into a FT is very slow.
CSI:FingerID [Dührkop et al., 2015a, Shen et al., 2014a] used both mass spectra
and FTs as input, thinking that structural information of chemical compounds
can be captured by FTs. Indeed using FTs might be similar to considering peak
interactions. However if FTs are used as input features, spectrum must be con-
verted into a FT not only in training and but also in prediction, which needs a
heavy computational load, leading to slow prediction in the second stage, can-
didate retrieval. 3) Each bit in a fingerprint represents a predetermined chem-
ical property or substructure and its presence is often decided by a few num-
ber of peaks. Also the number of training data is small, while sparse learning
models have not been considered yet. In addition, sparse learning models are
advantageous in that their results are easily interpretable.

Motivated by these drawbacks, we address the following two problems:
1) incorporation of peak interactions into the learning model to improve the
predictive performance; 2) introduction of sparsity into the models for inter-
pretation. For the above 1), we propose a kernel for peak interactions and
combine this kernel with other kernels defined for individual peaks through
multiple kernel learning (MKL). For the above both 1) and 2), we propose a
sparse, interpretable model, which we call Sparse Interaction Model over Peaks
of moLEcules (SIMPLE). Additionally, we also propose a FT-induced Laplacian
regularization to make SIMPLE more robust. We note that in SIMPLE, FTs are
used for regularization only and not for input, by which we do not need FTs for
prediction, meaning that computationally SIMPLE is much lighter for predic-
tion than [Shen et al., 2014a]. We formulate objective functions to optimize the
parameters of models as convex optimization problems, for which we develop
an alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm. We evalu-
ated our two proposed models by using real data obtained from the MassBank
dataset [Horai et al., 2010], which was used in [Shen et al., 2014a]. We found
that incorporation of peak interactions can significantly improve the prediction
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Figure 2.1: A general scheme to identify unknown metabolites based on the
molecular fingerprint vectors. There are two main stages, which are as follows:
(1) learning a mapping from a molecule to the corresponding binary molecu-
lar fingerprint vector by classification methods, given a set of MS/MS spec-
tra and fingerprints; (2) using the predicted fingerprints to retrieve candidate
molecules from the databases of known metabolites.

accuracy of not using interactions, resulting in comparable performance with
the current top method. Furthermore, SIMPLE could show the interpretability
of results, i.e. peaks and peak interactions which contribute to high predicitive
performance.

2.2. Related work

The standard data preprocessing converts spectra into high-dimensional
feature vectors by dividing m/z range into bins and taking accumulated inten-
sity within each bin as a feature value. However the width of bins is hard
to determine. In fact, wide bins can cause noise, and narrow bins can induce
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alignment errors due to mass error. One idea to overcome this issue is using
a kernel, say probability product kernel (PPK, Jebara et al. [2004a]), which can
be computed directly from mass spectra. PPK treats each peak in a spectrum
as a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution and a spectrum as a uniform mix-
ture of these distributions. Then, kernel between two spectra is computed by
all-against-all matching between the component Gaussians. The detail is in
Section 2.3.1.

Also we briefly explain the current cutting-edge ML method by MKL,
CSI:FingerID [Dührkop et al., 2015a, Shen et al., 2014a], where the input is both
MS/MS spectra and FTs. Motivation behind this method is to use structural
information, which might be captured by FTs. So they use numerous kernels
for FTs to capture any information of FTs, ranging from simple ones, such as
node kernels: node binary (NB), node intensity (NI), and edge kernels: loss bi-
nary (LB), loss count (LC), loss intensity (LI) to more complex one like common
path counting (CPC) which is one of path based kernels. Subsequently, these
kernels are combined by MKL methods, such as centered alignment [Gönen
and Alpaydin, 2011], quadratic combination and lp−norm regularized combi-
nation [Kloft et al., 2011a]. The combined kernel is then used in learning the
final model for fingerprint prediction.

We again emphasize that these methods consider mainly only peaks in MS/MS
spectra without explicitly taking peak interactions into account. Also kernels
using FTs have the limitation of processing MS/MS spectra, particularly for
prediction, due to the need of computationally heavy conversion of spectra
into FTs. More importantly, despite the effectiveness for fingerprint predic-
tion in existing work, kernels are generally difficult to interpret and deal with
sparse data, such as MS/MS spectra, where each spectrum is high-dimensional
and each bit in the fingerprint (output) is decided by a few number of peaks (or
features).
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2.3. Methods

2.3.1 Kernel method

We develop kernel for peak interactions and combine this kernel with PPK
(kernel for peaks) [Heinonen et al., 2012a] through the framework of MKL.

Preliminary: Kernel for peaks

MS/MS spectra have information about individual peaks, i.e. m/z and in-
tensity. The problem is that peaks are not correctly aligned each other, due to
measurement errors in mass spectrometry devices (alignment error). To over-
come this problem, PPK [Jebara et al., 2004a] was utilized to calculate the sim-
ilarity between two spectra. The idea is that a peak can be considered as a
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution and the spectrum is a uniform mixture
of peaks (or distributions). The kernel between two spectra is computed by
all-against-all matching between the Gaussian distributions.

More specifically, given a mass spectrum S, being a list of peaks, i.e.,
{(m1, I1), (m2, I2), ..., (mNS , INS)}. The k-th peak of the spectrum S is repre-
sented by a Gaussian distribution pk centered around the peak measurement
(mk, Ik) and with covariance shared with all peaks: Σ = diag(σ2

m, σ2
I ), where

σ2
m and σ2

I are the variances for the mass and intensity, respectively. Hence,
the spectrum S can be represented as a uniform mixture of Gaussian distri-
bution corresponding to peaks contained in it, i.e., p(S) = 1

NS
∑NS

k=1 pk. Like-

wise, another spectrum S
′

is also represented by a mixture of distributions ql,

l = 1, 2, 3, .., NS
′ and p(S

′
) = 1

N
S′

∑
N

S′

l=1 ql.

With definitions above, the kernel for peaks, Kpeak, between two spectra S
and S

′
is given by:

Kpeak(S, S
′
) =

∫
R2

pS(x)qS
′ (x)dx (2.1)

=
1

NSNS
′

∑
1≤i≤NS
1≤j≤N

S′

K(pi, qj) (2.2)
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where K(p, q) is the PPK between two component Gaussian distributions p and
q, computed by 2.3.

K(p, q) =
1

4πσmσI
exp(−0.5(

(µm
p − µm

q )
2

σm
+

(µI
p − µI

q)
2

σI
)) (2.3)

where µm
p and µI

p denote the mass and intensity values of the peaks contained
in p, µm

q and µI
q denote the mass and intensity values of the peaks contained in

q.

Kernel for peak interactions

Being rather straight-forward, kernel for peak interactions between two
spectra S and S

′
can be defined as follows:

Kinteraction(S, S
′
) = ∑

1≤i≤j≤NS
1≤k≤l≤N

S′

K(pi, qk) ∗K(pj, ql), (2.4)

where K is the function defined by 2.3.
Note that Kinteraction also can overcome the alignment error problem by tak-

ing advantage of Kpeak. Intuitively, Kpeak can be considered as a probabilistic
version of the number of common peaks. Similarly Kinteraction can be consid-
ered as a probabilistic version of the number of common edges or interactions
between two spectra.

Combining kernels for peaks and peak interactions

We combine kernels for peaks and peak interactions by using a regular ap-
proach: Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL, [Gönen and Alpaydin, 2011]), which
can combine kernels from different sources. We use three approaches: the first
is the uniform combination of the kernels (UNIMKL: the weights for kernels
are equal), which can produce good results for prediction in many practical ap-
plications. The second and third are two different MKL algorithms: centered
alignment (ALIGN) and alignment maximization algorithm (ALIGNF) [Cortes
et al., 2012a].
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These algorithms have the same setting. Given a set of kernels {Kj ∈ Rn×n, j =
1, .., m}, computed from n data points and representing different sources of in-
formation. The vector y = {−1, 1}n corresponds to the output or labels of data
points. The aim of MKL is to seek a combination of these kernels, as defined
by:

Kα =
m

∑
j=1

αjKj (2.5)

A popular approach to MKL, which is called two-stage MKL, separate kernel
learning from prediction learning. In the first stage, the combined kernel is
learned through the use of an objective function, such as centered alignment
that measures the similarity of two kernels over the training data set. For the
purposes of MKL, alignment is often measured between the combined kernel
in 2.5 and the target kernel Ky = yyT. Subsequently, the learned combined
kernel is used in the second stage with kernel based classifiers such as relevance
vector machine (RVM) used in [Burden and Winkler, 2015] or SVM used in our
experiments.

Formally, the centered kernel of a given kernel K ∈ Rn×n is defined by:

Kc = [I− eeT

n
]K[I − eeT

n
] (2.6)

where I is the identity matrix and e is the vector with all ones.
The centered alignment between two kernels K and K

′
is defined by:

ρ(K, K
′
) =

< Kc, K
′
c >

||Kc||F||Kc||F
(2.7)

where < Kc, K
′
c > = trace(KT

c K
′
c) and ||Kc||F =

√
trace(KT

c Kc) (2.8)

Cortes et al. [2012a] proposed two MKL algorithms: 1) a simple centered align-
ment algorithm (ALIGN), which assigns alignment scores computed in (7) to
combination weights in (5), i.e., αj = ρ(Kj, KY), j = 1, 2, 3, ..., m. and 2) the
alignment maximum algorithm (ALIGNF) seeks the weights α by maximizing
the alignment scores between the combined kernels Kα and target kernel Ky,
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the predictive model of SIMPLE: the weight vector w
of the main effect term captures information about the individual peaks, while
interaction weight matrix W of the interaction term captures information about
the peak interactions.

resulting in the objective function:

α∗ = argmax
α

< Kα, Ky >

||Kα||F
(2.9)

subject to ||α|| = 1 , α ≥ 0 (2.10)

In our experiments, we conducted comparative experiments by using these al-
gorithm for combining kernels for peaks and interactions.

2.3.2 Sparse Interaction Model over Peaks of moLEcules (SIM-
PLE)

Kernel-based methods are difficult to deal with sparse data and lack of in-
terpretation. Thus we present a more interpretable, fast, sparse learning: Sparse
Interaction Model over Peaks of moLEcules (SIMPLE), to incorporate peak in-
teractions explicitly. We first preprocess each MS/MS spectrum to generate a
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feature vector: we divide m/z range into bins and taking accumulated peak in-
tensities in a bin as a feature value to obtain high dimensional vector for each
spectrum. These feature vectors are normalized such that all feature values are
in [0, 1].

Prediction model

Given a MS/MS spectrum, represented by a feature vector, x = [x1, x2, ..., xd]
T ∈

Rd, for one particular bit, we formulate the model for individual peaks and
peak interactions as follows:

f (x; w, W) = b +
d

∑
i=1

wixi +
d

∑
i=1

d

∑
j=1

Wijxixj (2.11)

= b + wTx + xTWx (2.12)

where b ∈ R, w ∈ Rd and W ∈ Rd×d. The prediction function consists of
a bias b and two terms: main effect term parameterized by the weight vec-
tor w and interaction term parameterized by the weight matrix W. Their roles
are different, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. While the former capture informa-
tion about the peaks, the latter captures information about peak interactions.
Since our task is classification which predicts the presence or absence of prop-
erties in fingerprint vector, the output of the model can be computed by y(x) =
sign( f (x; w, W)) ∈ {−1, 1}. It is important to note that fingerprint prediction
is regarded as a collection of a number of binary classification task, each task
corresponds to prediction of one particular bit in the fingerprint. Therefore, we
have a number of models 2.12 to learn separately.

In order to predict a binary vector of fingerprint, we predict one response
variable (hereafter a property or a task) at each time with a separate classifier. Let
consider a property and give a set of n training input/output pairs {(xi, yi)}n

i=1,
where xi ∈ Rd represent the i-th spectrum and yi ∈ {−1, 1} indicates the pres-
ence (+1) or absence (-1) of the property. We can learn the parameters by mini-
mizing the following optimization function:

min
b,w,W

n

∑
i=1

l(yi, f (xi; w, W)) +R(w) +R(W) (2.13)
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where l(y, ŷ) is the hinge loss function and computed by l(y, ŷ) = (1− y, ŷ)+,
in which the operator (z)+ denotes max(0, z). R(w) andR(W) are the regular-
ization terms for vector w and matrix W, respectively.

Our purpose is to seek a model which is accurate as well as interpretable.
Different from SVM using l2-norm regularizer,R(w) = α||w||22, our model uses
sparsity-induced regularizer [Tibshirani, 1994], R(w) = α||w||1 to yield sparse
solution and interpretation. As for interaction term, it is natural to impose low-
rankness on matrix W due to the existence of groups of peaks interacting with
each other. Thus, we propose to use trace norm, similar to [Blondel et al., 2015],
i.e., R(W) = β||W||∗. Furthermore, due to the symmetry of matrix W, we
also impose the positive semidefiniteness on matrix W, i.e., W � 0. Therefore,
putting all above things together, the objective function of SIMPLE becomes:

min
b,w,W

n

∑
i=1

l(yi, f (xi; w, W)) + α||w||1 + β||W||∗

subject to W � 0

(2.14)

where α and β are hyperparameters to control the sparsity of w and low-rankness
of W, respectively. Note that (2.14) is the convex function (see Appendix) which
guarantees to find the global optimal solution.

Fragmentation trees (FTs) as prior information

As the number of interactions is large, it would be a good idea to regularize
(2.14) with background knowledge. We propose to regularize the interaction
matrix W by FTs of the spectra. However, there are two questions to deal with :
1) How to represent the structural information from FTs; 2) how to incorporate
them into the convex objective function (14) while preserving its convexity to
guarantee the global optimal solutions.

To answer the first question, our idea is to construct an affinity (adjacency)
matrix A for all peaks in the spectra. Concretely, each spectrum is converted
into a FT by algorithms in [Rasche et al., 2011]. Our assumption is that, the fre-
quency of an interaction present in the fragmentation trees reflects how strongly
the corresponding features are interacting with each other. From that, we cal-
culate the co-occurrence of all peak pairs in the trees to construct the affinity
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matrix (Figure 2.3).
To answer the second question, we impose the constraint of being positive

semidefinite on interaction matrix W. By this, W can be decomposed into the
low rank matrix, i.e., W = VVT where V ∈ Rnxk, k = rank(W). Thus, the
interaction term in the prediction function (12) can be rewritten as following:

xTWx =
d

∑
i,j=1

(vT
i vj)xixj,

where vi and vj are the i-th and j-th bins of spectrum x and correspond to
representation of i-th and j-th features in the space Rk.

We assume that if i-th and j-th peaks are strongly interacting with each
other, then their representation in the vector space should be close, i.e., ||vi −
vj||2 should be small. From this observation, we include the following term,
Laplacian smoothness, into the objective function (2.14):

R(V) =
d

∑
i,j=1

Aij||vi − vj||22 (2.15)

= trace(VT LV) (2.16)

= trace(VVT L) = trace(WL) (2.17)

where L = D− A, D is the degree matrix of A, i.e, Dii = ∑n
j=1 Aij, i = 1, .., n

Thus, we can formulate the following optimization problem, which we call
L-SIMPLE:

min
b,w,W

n

∑
i=1

l(yi, fi) + α||w||1 + β||W||∗ + γtrace(WL),

subject to W � 0

(2.18)

where fi = f (xi; w, W), γ is an additional hyperparameter to control Lapla-
cian smoothness of the objective function (2.18). It is noteworthy that, our de-
rived formulation is still convex due to convexity of regularization terms, thus,
the solution of (2.18) is guaranteed to be the global optimal. Below we will
present an optimization method for efficiently solving (2.18).
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of constructing affinity matrix A from the set of frag-
mentation trees. The constructed matrix A is used as prior information for
regularizing interaction matrix W.

Optimization: ADMM algorithm

(2.18) is convex and guaranteed that the algorithm converges to the global
optimal solution. However, it is challenging to solve this problem directly, be-
cause terms are nondifferentiable. Our optimization method is based on al-
ternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). Due to the nondifferne-
tiability of the hinge loss, we introduce the auxiliary variable C, where C =

(C1, C2, ..., Cn)T and Ci = 1− yifi, then (2.18) can be reformulated into the fol-
lowing equivalent constrained problem:

min
b,w,W,C

n

∑
i=1

(Ci)+ + α||w||1 + β||W||∗ + γtrace(WL)

subject to C = 1− YF and W � 0

(2.19)
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where F = [f1, f2, ..., fn]T.
The augmented Lagrange function of (2.19) is defined by:

L(w0, w, W, C, u) =
n

∑
i=1

(Ci)+ + α||w||1 + β||W||∗ + γtrace(WL)

+ uT(1− YF−C) +
1
2
||1− YF−C||22

(2.20)

where u = [u1, u2, ..., un]T is a dual variable corresponding to the constraint
C = 1 − YF. Note that the constraint W � 0 is not included in (2.20) be-
cause this property will be imposed automatically on W after each iteration
of updating W, as explained in the Appendix section. We solve the problem
of finding the saddle point (b∗, w∗, W∗, C∗, u∗) of the augmented Lagrangian
function (2.20) through an iterative algorithm between the primal and the dual
optimization as follows:


bt+1, wt+1 = argminb,w L(b, w, Wt, Ct, ut)

Wt+1 = argminW L(bt+1, wt+1, W, Ct, ut)

Ct+1 = argminC L(bt+1, wt+1, Wt+1, C, ut)

ut+1 = ut + 1− YFt+1 −Ct+1

(2.21)

where the first three steps update the primal variables based on the current
estimate of the dual variable ut and the final step updates the dual variable
based on the current estimate of the primal variables. Note that the efficiency
of ADMM for solving (2.20) depends on whether the subproblems in (2.21) can
be solved quickly. Algorithm 1 summarizes the ADMM steps for solving the
optimization problem (2.20). To avoid confusion, the detailed derivation of the
update rules for subproblems of (2.21) are in Appendix.

2.3.3 Model summary

We here summarize the advantageous features of (L-)SIMPLE:
1) Peak interactions: SIMPLE has, in its formulation, the term for peak inter-
actions explicitly, which has not been considered by existing methods, particu-
larly kernel-based methods.
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Table 2.1: Micro-average performance of kernels: PPK [Heinonen et al., 2012a]
is used to compute Kpeak. ComUNIMKL, ALIGN, ALIGNF are combinations of
Kpeak and Kinteraction by algorithms UNIMKL, ALIGN, ALIGNF, respectively.

Method Acc (%) F1-score (%)

PPK 75.74(±8.13) 60.59(±13.75)
ComUNIMKL 78.41(±6.82) 65.05(±12.16)
ComALIGN 78.57(±6.24) 65.34(±11.99)
ComALIGNF 79.03(±7.89) 65.67(±13.02)

2) Sparse interpretability: MS spectra are with many zeros and sparse data.
We formulate SIMPLE as a sparse model, by which peaks or peak interactions
which contribute to improve the predictive performance can be checked and
found easily.
3) Convex formulation: our formulation keeps SIMPLE (L-SIMPLE) a convex
model, which guarantees to find the global optimum. We have developed an
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm, to realize the
detection of the global optimum.
4) No fragmentation trees in prediction: L-SIMPLE uses fragmentation trees
for regularization in training, and they are not inputs, meaning that we do not
need fragmentation trees in prediction, which can avoid heavy computational
cost of generating fragmentation trees from spectrum.

2.4. Experimental evaluation

Our focus is to incorporate peak interactions of mass spectra into fingerprint
prediction, and to build sparse models for model interpretability, and so we
conducted experiments to answer the following two questions:

• (Q1): Can peak interactions due to sets of correlated peaks in spectra be
used to predict fingerprint vectors more accurately?

• (Q2): For the purpose of interpretation, how to identify a smaller subset
of predictors (i.e, peaks or peak interactions) that exhibit the strongest
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effects on fingerprints?

2.4.1 Data, preprocessing and evaluation measures

MassBank [Horai et al., 2010] was used. We used the same dataset with 402
compounds as [Shen et al., 2014a], measured by QTOF MS/MS instruments,
and followed the same preprocessing steps as in [Shen et al., 2014a]: for each
compound, peaks recorded from different collision energies were merged for
each MS/MS spectra. Then, spectra were normalized such that the sum of in-
tensities is up to 100%. Peaks merged from different collision energies with
m/z difference at most 0.1, using the highest peaks and summing up inten-
sities. In terms of the output for the learning models, molecular fingerprints,
which are binary vectors of 528 bits in total, were generated using OpenBabel
[O’Boyle et al., 2011]. Fingerprints have a high class imbalance, i.e. mostly +1
or reverse. Thus we only trained models for predicting fingerprints in which
the majority class occupies less than 90% of instances.

We used micro-average accuracy, F1 score to evaluate the performance of
different methods, computed by taking the average of accuracies and F1 scores
over all tasks.

2.4.2 Benefit of incorporating interaction

We show the benefit of incorporating peak interactions using kernel meth-
ods described in Section 2.3.1. The MKL algorithms, i.e. UNIMKL, ALIGN
and ALIGNF, were used to combine two kernels, Kpeak and Kinteraction (we call
their results ComUNIMKL, ComALIGN, ComALIGNF, respectively) and com-
pared with PPK, which has only kernel for peaks. The combined kernels were
coupled with SVM to predict the fingerprint properties. Each property was
separately trained by a classifier. Five-fold cross-validation was conducted to
seek suitable margin parameter C where C ∈ {2−3, 2−2, ..., 26, 27}.

Table 2.1 shows the results, in which the micro-average accuracy and F1
score of combined kernels were higher than PPK. This shows that incorporat-
ing peak interactions can improve the performance on predicting molecular
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Table 2.2: Performance comparison between SIMPLE and L-SIMPLE.

Task Id/Name
SIMPLE L-SIMPLE

Acc (%) F1 (%) Acc (%) F1 (%)

3 (Aldehyde) 71.16 69.24 73.14 70.75
27 (Hydroxy) 91.24 95.19 90.29 94.82
29 (Primary alcohol) 79.36 53.74 79.85 53.98
30 (Secondary alcohol) 80.35 54.18 81.84 56.17
37 (Ether) 80.35 71.39 80.61 72.03
38 (Dialkyl etherEther) 82.35 70.98 82.6 71.16
45 (Aryl) 83.83 81.67 83.34 82.16
50 (Carboxylic acid) 69.38 62.00 69.65 62.15
56 (Primary Carbon) 73.12 40.42 73.88 44.46
57 (Secondary Carbon) 71.88 67.15 72.39 67.28
60 (Alkene) 81.35 23.49 84.08 27.75

Avg±Std 78.33±6.05 66.69±13.03 78.86±5.87 67.59±12.35

fingerprint properties. Additionally, the performance of ALIGNF algorithm
was slighly better than the rest.

2.4.3 Benefit of (L-)SIMPLE, sparse interaction models

Since kernel methods in Section 2.3.1 are unable to provide sparse solutions
for interpretability, we examined (L-)SIMPLE to gain insight into the models
to predict fingerprints. (L-)SIMPLE needs to construct feature vectors from
MS/MS spectra: we divided m/z range into 500 bins and took accumulated
peak intensities in a bin as a feature value to obtain high dimensional vector
for each spectrum. These feature vectors were normalized such that all fea-
ture values are in [0, 1]. (L-)SIMPLE was trained by ADMM (see algorithm 1)
with all variables initialized at zero. The algorithm were iterated until the rel-
ative difference in training errors fell below 0.0001 or the number of iterations
reaches 100. Five-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate the generalization
of the learning machines. Specifically, parameters α, β and γ , for controlling
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Table 2.3: Micro-average performance and computation time (for prediction)
of kernel-based methods in [Shen et al., 2014a] and proposed methods in this
paper.

Method Acc F1 score Run. time
(%) (%) (ms)

PPK (Peaks) 75.74(+/-6.72) 60.59(+/-14.54) 52.37
LB (Loss binary) 76.63(±7.03) 61.64(±15.48) 1501.02
LC (Loss count) 75.33(±5.4) 61.25 (±13.99) 1501.02
LI (Loss intensity) 74.54(±8.49) 58.46(±16.01) 1501.02
NB (Node binary) 79.11(±5.02) 67.34(±11.75) 1501.09
NI (Node intensity) 78.41(±4.99) 66.87(±12.11) 1501.01
CPC (Common path count) 79.02 (±7.4) 67.55 (±12.93) 1501.11
ComFT (combining all above) 80.98(±6.05) 69.04(±11.98) 1559.20
ComALIGNF (Proposed:MKL) 79.03(±7.89) 65.67(±13.02) 471.71
SIMPLE (Proposed) 78.33 (±6.05) 66.70 (±13.03) 4.57
L-SIMPLE (Proposed) 78.86(±5.87) 67.59 (±12.35) 4.32

sparsity, low-rankness and Laplacian smoothness were chosen from the lists:
{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4, 5} and {0.1, 0.5, 1.0}, respectively.

Also, to evaluate the effects of adding the Laplacian smoothness term into
the objective function, we compared the accuracy and F1 score over tasks by
performing five-fold cross-validation. Table 2.2 shows the accuracy and F1
score obtained for the first ten tasks (Note that we used only tasks in which
the majority class occupies less than 90% of instances). The micro-average over
all tasks is also displayed at the bottom. We can see that Laplacian regulariza-
tion worked to make SIMPLE more robust, resulting in better predictive per-
formance of L-SIMPLE.

We further compared (L-)SIMPLE with various kernel, namely PPK, NB,NI,
LB, LC, LI, CPC and their combination, which we call ComFT, all from [Shen
et al., 2014a]. While these kernels (except for PPK) are all computed from the
fragmentation trees, in which the cost for converting MS/MS spectra to these
trees is heavy and time-consuming, our method uses peaks from spectra only
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Figure 2.4: (a) Weight vectors (w) of the main effect terms and (b) smooth
heat map of weight matrices (W) of the interaction terms learned by L-SIMPLE
for properties or tasks: 29 (Primary alcohol), 37 (Ether), 56 (Primary Carbon),
70 (Alkylarylether), 139 (Thioenol), 192 (Carbonic acid monoester), 236 (Het-
eroaromatic), 356 (1,5-Tautomerizable) and 366 (Actinide).

and is efficiently computable in prediction.
Table 2.3 shows the results of accuracy, F1 scores and computation time for

prediction by all compared methods. The prediction time (in milliseconds) was
averaged over all spectrum in the data set. The first four methods including
PPK achieved around the accuracy of 75%, which is clearly worse than the other
methods, which achieved around 78% to 80% and are very comparable each
other. In fact ComFT, the current cutting-edge MKL-based method, performed
best in both accuracy and F1 score, while the second best was not clear (NB
by accuracy and L-SIMPLE by F1 score). On the other had, about computation
time, FT-based methods, i.e. from LB to ComFT, were clearly slower then the
others, because they need convert spectra into FTs. In fact ComFT needed more
than 1500 ms, which is more than 300 times slower than that of (L-)SIMPLE,
which just spent only less than 5ms. This is a sizable difference when we have
to process a huge amount of spectra produced by the current high-throughput
MS/MS. We stress that the performance difference between (L-)SIMPLE and
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ComFT was very slight and statistically insignificant, while (L-)SIMPLE was
exceedingly faster than ComFT.

2.4.4 Model interpretation

One advantage of sparse learning models over kernel based methods is in-
terpretation. For illustration purposes, Figure 2.4 shows the weights of main
effect terms (w) and the interaction weight matrix (W) obtained by L-SIMPLE
for nine fingerprint properties (or tasks): 29, 37, 56, 70, 139, 192, 236, 356 and
370 (these are randomly selected for investigation). As observed, the weight of
main effect and interaction terms were different between properties, suggest-
ing that different properties are strongly affected by different subsets of a few
peaks in spectra.

Table 2.4 shows case studies to illustrate the effects of peak interactions. We
consider four interaction pairs frequently present in these tasks. w1 and w2

denote the weights for peaks and W12 denotes the weight for their interactions.
We can raise the following three interesting findings:

1. Either w1 or w2 (or both) can be zero but the interaction weights are of-
ten nonzero: For example, W12 of interaction (42, 85) are mostly nonzero,
while w1 and w2 are both zero with respect to tasks 29, 37, 56, 70. This
means that individual peaks are not good predictive descriptors of prop-
erties, while their interactions are. Thus this result clearly shows the im-
portance of considering peak interactions in fingerprint prediction.

2. Despite of negative impacts of individual peaks, their interactions can be
positive: For example, interaction (85, 227) with respect to tasks 29, 56
and 366. This means that while individual peaks indicate the absence of a
property, the interactions of two peaks mean the presence of the property.

3. Interaction of peaks can be zero, indicating these peaks are independent
of each other even if their corresponding weights are nonzeros: For ex-
ample, interaction (42, 85) with respect to task 139.

They are just part of numerous findings, but even these examples show a
fact that even individual peaks are not good indicators of some fingerprints,
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their interactions with others may significantly contribute to the prediction.
This again confirms the importance of peak interactions for fingerprint predic-
tion.
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Algorithm 1 ADMM algorithm for optimizing the optimization problem (2.20).
1: Inputs:

A set of MS/MS spectra X = [xT
1 , xT

2 , ..., xT
n ]

T and associated
output Y = [y1, y2, ..., yn]T. Laplacian L (only for
L-SIMPLE).

2: Outputs:
weight vector w and interaction matrix W.

3: Initialize:
b← 0, w← 0, W ← 0, C← 0, u← 0

4: while not converged do
5: 1. Fix W, C, u and update b, w
6: Precompute F̂1 ← Y(1−C + u)− diag(XWXT)

7: while not converged do
z← w− ρXT(Xw + b− F̂1)

w← Sα(z)

b← 1
n sum(F̂1 − Xw)

8: end while
9: 2: Fix b, w, C, u and update W

10: precompute F̂2 ← Y(1−C + u)− b− Xw
11: while not converged do

R← diag(XWXT)− F̂2

∆WL ← XTRX

Z←W − ρ(∆WL + γL)

U, E← EVD(Z)

Ê← Sβ(E)

W ← UÊUT

12: end while
13: 3: Update C
14: F = b + Xw + diagXWXT, C← T1(1− YF + u)
15: 4: Update the dual variable u
16: u← u + 1− YF−C
17: end while
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Table 2.4: Case studies of weight vector w and interaction matrix W learned by L-SIMPLE over a set of ran-
domly selected tasks. w1 and w2 denote weights corresponding two mass positions and W denotes the weight
of their interactions. Four pairs of mass positions which are frequently present in these tasks, including (42,
85), (42, 163), (85, 227) and (130, 201) are shown.

Tasks/ Name
(42, 85) (42, 163) (85, 227) (130, 201)

w1 w2 W12 w1 w2 W12 w1 w2 W12 w1 w2 W12

29 (Primary Alcohol) 0.0 0.0 0.0016 -0.0545 0.0 0.0442 -0.4085 -0.0545 0.0765 -0.4085 0.0 0.0218
37 (Ether) 0.0 0.0 0.0120 0.0260 0.0 0.0471 0.0 0.0260 0.1264 0.0 0.0 0.3389
56 (Primary Carbon) 0.0 0.0 0.0271 -0.5657 0.0 0.0047 -0.9833 -0.5657 0.0271 -0.9833 0.0 0.0104
70 (Alkylarylether) 0.0 0.0 0.0159 0.0 0.0 0.0551 -0.1238 0.0 0.0972 -0.1238 0.0 0.0265
139 (Thioenol) 0.1575 0.3939 0.0 -0.2308 -0.4094 0.0 -0.3589 -0.2308 0.0 -0.3589 -0.1126 0.0
192 (Carbonic acid monoester) -0.1542 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.6945 0.0 0.0 -0.6945 0.0 0.0
236 (Heteroaromatic) 0.0 0.0 0.0107 0.0 0.2499 0.0537 -0.3069 0.0 0.1062 -0.3069 0.1401 0.0201
356 (1,5-Tautomerizable) 0.0 0.0 0.0170 0.0 0.0 0.0301 0.5539 0.0 0.0607 0.5539 0.0 0.0107
366 (Actinide) 0.0 0.0 0.0245 -0.1891 0.6065 0.0282 -0.5373 -0.1891 0.0399 -0.5373 0.0 0.0153
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2.5. Summary

The goal of this chapter is to propose machine learning models which are
able to incorporate peak interactions for fingerprint prediction. Our experi-
ments showed that peak interactions are definitely useful to improve finger-
print prediction, along with discriminative information about peaks.

Our first model is based on kernel learning, defining two kernels, one for
peaks and the other for peak interactions, which are combined through MKL.
Again we note that Shen et al. [2014a] used fragmentation trees for prior struc-
tural information of spectral, and converting spectra into fragmentation trees
is definitely computation- ally expensive. On the other hand, our model of ker-
nel learning uses only peaks in the spectrum as input for prediction, indicating
that our model is much more efficient. Kernel learning does not have to con-
struct feature vectors for spectra, and instead this is done implicitly by kernels
defined, which can avoid any error caused when generating feature vectors.
However, a big issue of kernel learning is interpret- ability. That is, it is diffi-
cult for kernel learning to figure out which subset of peaks or peak interactions
exhibit the strongest effects on fingerprint prediction, despite that clearly each
property depends on a very few number of mass positions in each given spec-
trum.

Our sparse interaction models, (L-)SIMPLE, have a number of advantages:
(L-)SIMPLE is formulated as a sparse, convex optimization model, which can
capture peak interactions and also give interpretable solutions. We emphasize
that next generation fingerprint prediction needs a ML model, which should
learn, from huge but sparse spectra, peaks as well as peak interactions compre-
hensibly and predict fingerprints against again huge spectra highly efficiently.
(L-)SIMPLE would be a reasonable solution for this situation.
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Chapter 3

Learning data-dependent, concise
molecular vector for fast, accurate
metabolite identification from
tandem mass spectra

3.1. Introduction

Kernel methods have been shown effective for fingerprint prediction, such
as FingerID [Heinonen et al., 2012a], CSI:FingerID [Dührkop et al., 2015a] and
Input Output Kernel Regression (IOKR, Brouard et al. [2016b]). In particular,
IOKR is recognized as the current cutting-edge method for metabolite identi-
fication due to the following advantages: 1) structures (e.g. feature interaction
in the molecular fingerprint vectors) in the output can be incorporated into
the learning model by the kernel defined in the output space, leading to accu-
racy improvement; 2) fingerprints are simultaneously predicted by the learned
model, rather than being considered as a set of separate tasks, resulting in
faster computation. However, still IOKR has a limitation of using molecular
fingerprints as intermediate representation vectors between spectra and chem-
ical structures of the two-step based methods. These molecular fingerprint vec-
tors have some drawbacks: they should be large in size to encode all possible
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substructures and chemical properties related with metabolites, causing slow
prediction in the candidate retrieval step; they are neither necessarilly specific
to any task nor data, and therefore redundant in the sense that they might con-
tain much information irrelevant to the task and data, resulting in limited pre-
dictive performance.

Motivated by the drawbacks of molecular fingerprints used in existing meth-
ods for metabolite identification, we propose a ML framework, named ADAP-
TIVE, which allows to generate representations for molecules using their chem-
ical structures, which we call molecular vectors to distinguish with traditional
binary molecular fingerprints. These vectors are specific to both data and the
task of metabolite identification and, therefore non-redundant. In a technical
detail, ADAPTIVE has two subtasks in the learning step: 1) learning a map-
ping from chemical structures to molecular vectors and 2) learning a mapping
from spectra to molecular vectors. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic picture of
ADAPTIVE, where the left and right blue boxes correspond to the first and
second subtasks, respectively. In Subtask 1, ADAPTIVE learns a model to gen-
erate molecular vectors for metabolites using their chemical structures, where
these vectors are specific to both data and the task of metabolite identifica-
tion and, therefore non-redundant. The model in Subtask 1 is parameterized a
model, named a message passing neural network (MPNN) for mapping chem-
ical structures of molecules to the molecular vectors. The main contribution
of this paper is in the Subtask 1, that is, to learn the correspondence between
given pairs of spectra and structures for metabolites. Thus, the parameters
of MPNN are trained so that the correlation between the spectra and vectors
mapped from the structures is maximized. We use Hilbert-Schmidt Indepen-
dence Criterion (HSIC, Gretton et al. [2005]) for evaluating the correlation, due
to its theoretically nice properties and kernel based calculation. Specifically, we
formulate an objective function for the maximization problem through HSIC
and solve this problem to have the best molecular vectors adapted to given
data. For Subtask 2, ADAPTIVE uses IOKR to learn a mapping from spec-
tra to molecular vectors generated by the Subtask 1, since IOKR is the current
cutting-edge method for this task.

We emphasize that the key difference between ADAPTIVE and the origi-
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nal IOKR is that IOKR uses "manually-designed" fingerprints, which are large
in size, possibly redundant and non-specific to metabolite identification (and
given data), while ADAPTIVE learns representations for metabolites from given
data, as molecular vectors, resulting in that the molecular vectors generated by
ADAPTIVE are data-driven and concise.

In order to validate the performance of ADAPTIVE, we conducted extensive
experiments using a benchmark data. Experimental results showed the follow-
ing two main advantages of ADAPTIVE over existing methods, including the
original IOKR:

• Predictive performance.

ADAPTIVE achieved the best performance, followed by IOKR, CSI:FingerID
and FingerID. For example, the top-20 accuracy of ADAPTIVE was 78.52%
with the parameters of Gaussian kernel, ALIGNF and molecular vec-
tor size of 300. On the other hand, IOKR, CSI:FingerID and FingerID
achieved 74.79%, 73.07% (or 68.20%) and 58.17%, respectively, using Gaus-
sian kernel (for IOKR) and ALIGNF. The top-k accuracy was computed
by the average over all trials of 10-fold cross-validation, and so the per-
formance advantage of ADAPTIVE was significant and very clear.

• Computational efficiency for prediction.

Under the same experimental setting, ADAPTIVE was four to seven times
faster than IOKR, which was already known as the fastest method. We
can then say that ADAPTIVE is the current fastest method while keeping
the highest predictive performance for metabolite identification.

3.2. Related work

As mentioned in Introduction, fingerprint prediction is important in super-
vised learning for metabolite identification, because we can retrieve metabolite
candidates more reliably if fingerprints are predicted more accurately. For fin-
gerprint prediction, kernel learning has been shown to be the most powerful
approach. For example, a typical approach, FingerID [Heinonen et al., 2012a]
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uses probability product kernel (PPK, Jebara et al. [2004a]), which can be di-
rectly computed from spectra and runs support vector machine with this ker-
nel for solving fingerprint prediction as a classification problem. CSI:FingerID
[Dührkop et al., 2015a], an extension of FingerID, uses not only spectra but
also fragmentation trees (FTs, Rasche et al. [2011]) as input to generate kernels
over spectra and FTs, which are then combined via multiple kernel learning
(MKL, Gönen and Alpaydin [2011]). FTs may capture structural information
behind spectra which is missing in the approach of FingerID. This is the mo-
tivation of CSI:FingerID. However, the computational cost for converting FTs
from MS/MS spectra is very expensive, leading to heavy computational load,
which causes a problem particularly in prediction. Thus we can say that kernel-
based supervised learning, particularly complex kernels, have a computation
issue, regardless of high performance in prediction.

Among the series of kernel-based approaches, Input-Output Kernel Regres-
sion (IOKR, Brouard et al. [2016b]) has been shown to outperform the previous
methods, in terms of both predictive performance and computational speed.
That is, simply IOKR is the cutting-edge kernel-based method for metabolite
identification. IOKR learns mapping from spectra, i.e. input X , to molecu-
lar fingerprints (or structures behind fingerprints), i.e. output Y . In order to
do this mapping, IOKR defines kernels to encode similarities in the input space
(e.g., spectra and/or FTs) and the output space (molecular fingerprints or struc-
tures). Then the advantage of IOKR comes from the following two points: 1)
unlike previous kernel-based methods, IOKR handles the structured output
space by the kernel defined for the output, which improves the predictive per-
formance. 2) IOKR simultaneously predicts fingerprints rather than consider-
ing fingerprint prediction as another task, leading to an efficient computation
in prediction. Some part (mapping from spectra to feature vectors) of IOKR is
a part of ADAPTIVE, and so further technical details of the corresponding part
of IOKR is described more in Section 3.3.

Conventionally molecular fingerprints for fingerprint prediction have been
manually-designed feature vectors, to encode a predefined set of substructures
or chemical properties, which are possibly found in metabolites. However re-
cently, machine learning-based (or data-driven) algorithms for generating fin-
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gerprints have been proposed. A typical approach is Neural Fingerprint (NFP,
Duvenaud et al. [2015]), which takes graphs with arbitrary sizes and shapes
as inputs. NFP uses the idea of graph convolution, an extension of convolution
operation from multi-dimensional arrays, like images or texts, to graph struc-
tures. NFP is then trained in a supervised manner by using available labels,
such as log Mol/L for solubility, EC50 for drug efficacy. Finally NFP results in
fingerprint vectors (for molecules) specific to given task and data. An exten-
sion of NFP is for unsupervised (as well as semi-supervised) settings to learn
representations of molecular graph without labels [Nguyen et al., 2017], since
label information can be experimentally obtained and precious. More recently,
Gilmer et al. [2017] showed that several graph convolution-based models, in-
cluding NFP, Gated Graph Neural Networks [Li et al., 2015], spectral graph
convolutional network [Kipf and Welling, 2016], etc., can be formulated in an
unified model, namely Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN), with the
following three functions: message passing, update and readout. A key advantage
of MPNN is that defining the above components generates a proper model for
learning graphs, depending on a given task. Also another advantage of MPNN
as well as other neural network-based methods in this paragraph use differen-
tiable operations and thus their parameters can be effectively trained by using
a stochastic gradient descent algorithm.

3.3. Methods

3.3.1 ADAPTIVE: Overview

We first introduce the framework of ADAPTIVE for metabolite identifica-
tion. This is also the general framework of approaches using machine learning
for metabolite identification. It has two subtasks: Subtask 1) learning a func-
tion which maps metabolites from their structures to molecular vectors and
Subtask 2) learning a function which maps metabolites from spectra to the vec-
tors generated in Subtask 1. Fig. 3.1 shows an illustration of the entire frame-
work of ADAPTIVE. In this figure, the left and right blue boxes correspond to
Subtasks 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of ADAPTIVE for metabolite identification. ADAPTIVE
has two components: 1) Subtask 1: estimates parameters of a function map-
ping metabolites from structures to molecular vectors, given a set of spectra-
structure pairs; 2) Subtask 2: learns a function mapping from spectra to molec-
ular vectors (generated by Subtask 1), given a set of spectrum-vector pairs.

For Subtask 1, given pairs of metabolite structure-spectrum, we estimate
parameters of a function mapping metabolites from their structures to molec-
ular vectors by maximizing the correlation between the vectors mapped from
the structures and also the corresponding spectra. In more detail, we model
the mapping function by message passing neural network (MPNN) and eval-
uate the correlation between the vectors and spectra by using Hilbert-Schmidt
Independence Criterion (HSIC), due to the computational simplicity and prov-
ably theoretical properties of HSIC. For Subtask 2, we simply borrow the corre-
sponding part of IOKR, which is the current cutting-edge method for metabo-
lite identification, to learn a function mapping metabolites from spectra to vec-
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tors generated by Subtask 1.
We explain these two subtasks in the following subsections, being followed

by the subsection on kernels we used in ADAPTIVE.

3.3.2 Subtask 1: learning molecular vectors for metabolites via
Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC)

For this subtask, we need to estimate a function to map metabolites from
structures to molecular vectors, given spectrum-structure pairs. For this prob-
lem, we use Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN) as the mapping func-
tion, which can extract meaningful representation for graphs (molecules for our
problem) by supervised learning from training data. That is, MPNN requires
labeled training data, which are, however, unavailable for this subtask. Then
we manage this problem by taking advantage of given spectrum-structure pairs.
We estimate parameters of MPNN by using the idea of maximizing the correla-
tion between the given spectra and vectors (mapped from structures). The cor-
relation is evaluated by Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC). We
describe the detail of MPNN, HSIC and related optimization procedures in the
following subsections.

Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN, Gilmer et al. [2017])

MPNN is a framework, which takes graphs of arbitrary sizes and structures
as inputs, to learn their representation vectors at different levels (i.e. nodes,
subgraphs and the whole graph) in a supervised manner. A key advantage is
that MPNN allows to learn features specific to the given task from the given
data. Below we explain the procedure of MPNN.

First let G be an undirected graph, and v and vw be a node (atom in molecules)
and an edge (bond in molecules), respectively. Each node v is assigned with
state vectors at different levels, where each level represents a substructure (or
subgraph) rooted at the corresponding node, denoted by hr

v, where r shows a
level. We can compute state vector hr

v as well as message mr
v in a hierarchical

manner, by using the following two functions: message passing (3.1) and update
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(3.2):
mr+1

v = ∑
w∈N (v)

Hr
e(vw)h

r
w, (3.1)

hr+1
v = g(hr

v + mr+1
v ), (3.2)

where Nv denotes the set of neighbors of node v in graph G; e(v, w) indicates
the type of edge between two nodes v and w (this edge type is like a single, dou-
ble, triple or aromatic bond); Hr

e(vw) is a (square) weight matrix to be learned,

specific to the edge type e(vw) at the rth level; g is a nonlinear activation func-
tion (e.g., ReLU or sigmoid).

Intuitively, the message passing function (3.1) on node v plays the role of col-
lecting information from the neighbors of node v and update function (3.2) on
node v is to update the state of node v based on the collected information and
the former state of node v. Thus, by applying two functions (3.1) and (3.2) mul-
tiple times, the updated features at node v (e.g., hr+1

v ) can be used to represent
a certain number of substructures with the root of node v. Then, the values for
these series of substructures can be used to generate a vector at node v with
different levels (sizes) of substructures. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic and illus-
trative picture of this procedure (Figure 3.2 is from Nguyen et al. [2017]).

After obtaining the state vectors of substructures rooted at node v, i.e. hr
v,

we have the readout phase to combine all vectors at different levels into a single
representation vector of the whole molecule (namely, neural fingerprints). Fig-
ure 3.3 shows a schematic picture of summing up the state vectors at different
levels. As in Duvenaud et al. [2015], we adopt the softmax operation on the
states and then perform linear projections (parameterized by different weight
matrices Wr) and finally sum them up to obtain a single vector over different
levels which represents the whole graph. In short, the molecular vector for the
entire molecule can be written as following:

∑
r

∑
v

softmax(Wrhr
v). (3.3)

We note that operations are all differentiable with respect to parameters, which
makes learning the parameters possible, given an objective function, by a stochas-
tic or minibatch gradient descent algorithm. Algorithm 1 shows a pseudocode
of the procedure of repeating the message passing and update functions.
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Figure 3.2: Message passing and update functions are used to represent rooted
substructures in a hierarchical manner. At the first level (left-most graph), each
node is represented by feature vector, with only information of the node itself.
We note that by repeatedly applying message passing and update functions
(from left to right), more neighboring information are incorporated. For exam-
ple, the updated feature (2nd level) has information on nodes 3 and 5, and then
3rd level has that on nodes 2 to 5. Finally, the whole graph is covered.

Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC)-based objective function

We estimate parameters of MPNN by maximizing the correlation (depen-
dency) between given spectra and molecular vectors. A lot of measures can
be used to evaluate and estimate the correlation, while we use Hilbert-Schmidt
Independence Criterion (HSIC) due to its theoretically sound properties. More
importantly, estimation of HSIC is based on kernel calculation, which can ef-
fectively deal with the uncertainty of peaks in spectra caused by measurement
errors.

Formally, we are given dataset D = (X ,Y) = {(xi, yi)}n
i=1, where xi, yi are

spectrum and molecular structure, respectively, of the ith metabolite. First, for
the spectra, i.e. x, we consider kernels which combine spectra with fragmenta-
tion trees, namely k(xi, xj). We describe the detail of the kernels for spectra in
Section 3.3.4. Then, given the kernel over x is fixed, the goal is to learn function
φ : Y 7→ Fd from D such that the correlation between the input and output
is maximized. The φ(y) is the output of MPNN (or molecular vectors) which
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Algorithm 2 Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN).
1: Inputs:

minibatch of molecular structures Yb = {yi}B
i=1, radius R

weight matrices of edges: H1
1, H1

2, ..., HR
4 ,

weight matrices of readout function: W1, W2, ..., WR
2: Outputs:

molecular vectors φ(Yb)

3: for i← 1 to B do
4: for each atom v in yi do
5: hv ←initial hidden rep. vector of v . atom feature
6: end for
7: φi ← 0d . Initialize each molecular vector with a zero vector
8: for r ← 1 to R do
9: for each node v in yi do

10: mr+1
v = ∑w∈N (v) Hr

vwhr
w . message function

11: hr+1
v = g(hr

v + mr+1
v ) . update function

12: φi = φi + softmax(Wr+1hr+1
v ) . readout function

13: end for
14: end for
15: end for
16: φ(Yb) = [φ1, φ2, ..., φB]

belongs to space Fd. The linear kernel function induced by this space can be
written as follows:

l(yi, yj) = 〈φ(yi), φ(yj)〉 (3.4)

To evaluate the correlation between spectra and molecular vectors (output
of MPNN), we use an unbiased empirical estimate of Hilbert-Schmidt Inde-
pendence Criterion (HSIC, Gretton et al. [2005]), which can be given as follows:

uHSIC(X ,Y) = 1
n(n− 3)

[trace(K̄nL̄n) +
1>n K̄n1n1>n L̄n1n

(n− 1)(n− 2)

− 2
n− 2

1>n K̄nL̄n1n],
(3.5)

where K̄n = Kn − diag(Kn) denotes the kernel matrix for the set of n spectra
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X with diagonal elements set to zero; 1n is a vector of 1s of n dimensions.
Likewise L̄n = Ln − diag(Ln), where Ln is the kernel matrix of n molecular
vectors output by MPNN. By arranging terms in (3.5), we can rewrite (3.5) as
the objective function to learn parameters as follows:

uHSIC(X ,Y) = trace(SnL̄n) (3.6)

where

Sn =
1

n(n− 3)
[K̄n +

1n1>n K̄n1n1>n
(n− 1)(n− 2)

− 2
n− 2

1n1>n K̄n] (3.7)

However, directly optimizing (3.6) is prohibitively expensive in computa-
tion, particularly for large-scale data, since the complexity reaches O(n2), both
in space and time. In order to overcome this limitation, following Zhang et al.
[2018], we disjointly divide samples (X ,Y) into n/B blocks with the size of B,
{{(x(b)i , y(b)

i )}B
i=1}

n/B
b=1 and then apply HSIC on each block independently. An

empirical estimate of the unbiased block HSIC can be defined by:

ubHSIC(X ,Y) = 1
n/B

n/B

∑
b=1

trace(SbL̄b), (3.8)

where Sb can be defined by a similar manner to (3.7), and L̄b is the kernel matrix
for the bth block.

Furthermore, in order to avoid the effect by biased partition of the dataset,
following Yamada et al. [2018], we repeat shuffling dataset T times, compute
ubHSIC on each permutation and take the average over them. HSIC by this
procedure is known as bagging block HSIC, which can be written as follows:

ubHSIC(X ,Y) = 1
T

T

∑
t=1

1
n/B

n/B

∑
b=1

trace(St,bL̄t,b), (3.9)

We use (3.9) as objective function J to learn parameters.

Optimization algorithm

An advantage of objective function (3.9) is that we can use the gradient de-
scent (minibatch gradient descent) for estimating parameters of MPNN. We
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Figure 3.3: Representation vectors of substructures, which are rooted at nodes,
are computed from the input graph by the message passing and update func-
tions. These functions contribute to computing the molecular representation
vector of the whole molecule.
.

here explain details on how to conduct the minibatch gradient descent proce-
dure for the HSIC-based loss, which has three steps.

Step 1: Feed forward and loss calculation.
For samples of size n, at each iteration, we perform random permutation and
then split all samples into batches, where the size of each batch is B. Batches are
sequentially fed into MPNN. The output of MPNN for the bth batch at the tth

iteration is denoted by φ(Yt,b) = (φ(yt,b
1 ), φ(yt,b

2 ), ...φ(yt,b
B )). Then using these

outputs, the objective function on the whole samples can be calculated as in
(3.9).

Step 2: Gradient calculation of the loss layer.
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As we can compute the loss directly with the output of MPNN (i.e., φ(Yt,b)),
we need to compute the gradient of J with respect to φ(Yt,b). Suppose that the
output of MPNN is already normalized, i.e. φ(y)>φ(y) = 1 for all y ∈ Y , the
gradient can be obtained by the following:

∂J
∂φ(Yt,b)

=
B

Tn
St,bφ(Yt,b) (3.10)

Step 3: Gradient calculation of the MPN and weight update.
Having calculated the gradient of J, i.e. (3.10), the next step is to compute the
gradient of φ(Yt,b) with respect to model parameters θ, namely ∂φ(Yt,b)

∂θ , to up-
date the whole parameters for each batch at each step.

Algorithm 2 is a pseudocode of the entire algorithm of learning parameters of
MPNN.

3.3.3 Subtask 2: learning a mapping from spectra to molecular
vectors by Input Output Kernel Regression (IOKR)

For Subtask 2, we use Input Output Kernel Regression (IOKR). That is, we
learn a mapping from spectra to molecular vectors generated in Subtask 1 by
using IOKR. Again, we explain two technical reasons why we use IOKR for this
mapping below: 1) IOKR allows to incorporate the structures behind outputs,
such as feature interactions in molecular vectors, into the learning model, by
which the prediction accuracy can be improved. 2) Furthermore, all features
in molecular vectors are predicted simultaneously, which is not like separate
tasks in prediction. This leads to faster computation.

We now present the technical detail of IOKR below, which has two consec-
utive steps.

Step 1: learning spectra-vectors mapping

Once parameters, i.e. function φ, are learned, we convert the structures of
metabolites into their molecular vectors to obtain a new set of pairs, {(xi, φ(yi))}n

i=1.
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Algorithm 3 Learning molecular representation vectors via HSIC.
1: Inputs:

set D = {(xi, yi)}n
i=1 of spectra-structure pairs,

T: number of iterations, B: size of minibatch
2: Outputs:

θ = {H1
1, H1

2, ..., HR
4 , W1, W2, ..., WR} ∪ {hv|v ∈ set of atoms}

3: for t← 1 to T do
4: Dt = {{(x(t,b)i , y(t,b)

i )}B
i=1}

n/B
b=1 . shuffled and split

5: for b← 1 to B do
6: Yt,b = {yt,b

i }
B
i=1, Xt,b = {xt,b

i }
B
i=1

7: Ft,b = φ(Yt,b) . Call Algorithm 1
8: St,b is calculated from Xt,b by (3.7)
9: Jt,b = trace(St,bF>t,bFt,b)

10: gradient of loss layer← St,bFt,b

11: Gradθ is calculated by chain rule
12: θ ← θ − γGradθ . Update the whole parameters
13: end for
14: end for

Now the goal is to find the optimal function h : X → Fd by minimizing the
following objective function:

ĥ = argmin
h∈H

n

∑
i=1
||h(xi)− φ(yi)||2Fd

+ λ||h||2H, (3.11)

where λ (> 0) is a regularization parameter to prevent overfitting and H is an
approximate functional space that contains h; Fd is a space of molecular vectors
of dimension d. By using the representer theorem in Micchelli and Pontil [2005],
the optimal function ĥ can be written as (see Appendix 4 for more detail):

ĥ(x) = Kn(x, .)(λInd +Kn)
−1vec(φ(Yn)) (3.12)

whereKn is an operator-valued kernel, defined on spectra X , satisfying certain
constraints (see Micchelli and Pontil [2005]). As dimensionality d of space Fd

is finite, the kernel value Kn(xi, xj) is a matrix with the size of d× d. Ind is the
identity matrix of size nd × nd. φ(Yn) = (φ(y1), φ(y2), ..., φ(yn)) is a matrix
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with the size of d× n, and vec(.) is the vectorization of the input matrix, where
the output is a vector obtained by repeatedly stacking each column of the input
matrix on the top of the next column.

Considering that the operator-valued kernel keeps Kn(x, x
′
) = k(x, x

′
) ∗ Id,

the optimal solution can be simplified as:

ĥ(x) = φ(Yn)(λIn + Kn)
−1k(X, x) (3.13)

where Kn is real-valued kernel defined on the set of spectra. In is the identity

matrix of size n× n and k(X, x) =


k(x1, x)

...
k(xn, x)

 is a column vector.

Step 2: candidate retrieval

Given mapping ĥ learned in Step 1, we now turn to the problem of finding
the output metabolite in the database which corresponds to the query spectrum
x. To this end, we search metabolite y in the list of given candidates Y∗, such
that the squared distance between φ(y) and ĥ(x) can be minimized:

f (x) = argmin
y∈Y∗

||ĥ(x)− φ(y)||2Fd
(3.14)

Considering that the output kernel is normalized and the operator-valued ker-
nel keeps Kn(x, x

′
) = k(x, x

′
) ∗ Id, the optimal solution of f (x) can be estimated

as the following :

f̂ (x) = argmax
y∈Y∗

l(Y, y)>(λIn + Kn)
−1k(X, x), (3.15)

where l(Y, y) =


l(y1, y)

...
l(yn, y)

 and k(X, x) =


k(x1, x)

...
k(xn, x)

 are column vectors.

Practically, the values given by objective function (3.15) are used as scores
for ranking candidate metabolites in Step 2: candidate retrieval.

3.3.4 Kernels

ADAPTIVE uses kernels for the input and output.
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Kernels for input

A various types of kernels are already defined and used for the input from
MS/MS spectra. These kernels are typically divided into the following two
groups: 1) kernels defined for spectra such as PPK [Jebara et al., 2004a] and 2)
kernels defined for fragmentation trees [Rasche et al., 2011]. Details on these
kernels can be found in Dührkop et al. [2015a].

In fact Dührkop et al. [2015a] suggested 24 different input kernels. ADAP-
TIVE combines these input kernels into a single kernel through Multiple Kernel
Learning (MKL, Gönen and Alpaydin [2011]). ADAPTIVE uses two options
for MKL: 1) UNIMKL (uniform MKL): assigns the same weights to all compo-
nent kernels, and 2) ALIGNF: uses weights over kernels to combine. That is, in
ALIGNF, weights over component kernels are optimized (trained) by maximiz-
ing the centered kernel alignment between the combined kernel and the target
kernel defined on the molecular vectors, which generate trained parameters
(model).

Kernels for output

After learning parameters (model) to generate the molecular vectors for
structures, we define kernels for output Y by directly computing kernels on
the corresponding molecular vectors. In our experiments, we consider the fol-
lowing two typical kernels:

• Linear kernel: l(y, y
′
) = φ(y)>φ(y

′
).

• Gaussian kernel: l(y, y
′
) = exp(−γ||φ(y)− φ(y′)||2),

where y and y
′

are molecular structures in Y .

3.4. Experimental results

3.4.1 Data set and evaluation measures

We used a benchmark dataset in Brouard et al. [2016b] to evaluate ADAP-
TIVE and compare with existing methods. The dataset consists of 4,138 MS/MS
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Table 3.1: Parameter values used for experiments

Parameter Values

T #epoch 100
B batchsize 100
R #updates 6
d #dim of molecular vectors 100,200,300
m #dim of atom feature 50
N/A #atom types 12 (C, O, N, P, S, etc)
N/A #bond types 4 (single, double, triple, acromatic)

spectra extracted from the GNPS (Global Natural Products Social) public spec-
tra library
(https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/libraries.jsp).

To compare ADAPTIVE with existing methods, we used the same setting
for all competing methods. Specifically we used 10-fold cross-validation (CV),
and the results are averaged over all 10-folds. The performance was checked
by the top-k accuracies (where k = 1, 10, 20), which is the ratio of the number
of the cases that the true structures are ranked at lower than or equal to k to
the number of all cases. Also the speed was checked by computation time for
prediction, measured by milliseconds per example (ms/example).

Hyperparameters, such as regularization parameter λ and parameter γ of
the output kernel, were chosen by using leave-one-out CV on each training
fold. For prediction in ADAPTIVE, at the retrieval stage, given test example x,
we computed the molecular vectors of x, ĥ(x) (see (3.11)) and those of all candi-
dates φ(y) (see Algorithm 1). These candidates including the correct molecular
structure of test example x were ranked, according to their distances to ĥ(x)
(from the smallest to the highest). These ranked candidates were used for com-
puting the top-k accuracy. Table 3.1 shows a set of parameter values, which
were used to train the model of generating molecular vectors.

All experiments were performed on a server with 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU
and 8GB memory. The code was written in Python and Matlab with the support
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the top-k accuracy (k=1, 10 and 20) of FingerID
[Heinonen et al., 2012a], CSI:FingerID [Dührkop et al., 2015a], IOKR [Brouard
et al., 2016b] and ADAPTIVE. The highest value (indicating the most accurate
prediction) are in boldface for each k.

Method Mol. vec. size MKL
Accuracy (%)

Top 1 Top 10 Top 20

FingerID 2765 None 17.74 49.59 58.17
CSI:FingerID unit 2765 ALIGNF 24.82 60.47 68.20
CSI:FingerID mod Platt 2765 ALIGNF 28.84 66.07 73.07

IOKR linear 2765
UNIMKL 30.02 66.05 73.66
ALIGNF 28.54 65.77 73.19

ADAPTIVE linear
100

UNIMKL 29.42 70.01 77.48
ALIGNF 29.19 69.52 77.64

200
UNIMKL 29.60 69.39 76.99
ALIGNF 29.11 69.53 77.56

300
UNIMKL 30.22 70.48 78.18
ALIGNF 30.61 70.51 78.23

IOKR Gaussian 2765
UNIMKL 30.66 67.94 75.00
ALIGNF 29.78 67.84 74.79

ADAPTIVE Gaussian
100

UNIMKL 29.47 70.01 77.51
ALIGNF 29.37 69.91 77.48

200
UNIMKL 29.47 69.86 77.09
ALIGNF 28.98 69.65 77.17

300
UNIMKL 30.3 70.58 78.26
ALIGNF 31.03 70.89 78.52

of the Chainer framework [Tokui et al., 2015].
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3.4.2 Performance results

Predictive performance

We compared the predictive performances of ADAPTIVE with three exist-
ing methods: FingerID [Heinonen et al., 2012a], CSI:FingerID [Dührkop et al.,
2015a] and IOKR [Brouard et al., 2016b] in terms of the top-k accuracy (k=1,10
and 20). Table 3.2 shows the top-k accuracies of the competing methods with
UNIMKL and ALIGNF for MKL and linear and Gaussian kernels for the out-
put kernel, changing k from 1 to 20 and also changing the size of fingerprints
from 100 to 300 (for ADAPTIVE only). This table first shows that ADAPTIVE
achieved the best performance, being followed by IOKR, CSI:FingerID and Fin-
gerID. For example, ADAPTIVE with ALIGNF, Gaussian kernel and the fin-
gerprint size of 300 achieved 31.03% for k=1, while IOKR with ALIGNF and
Gaussian kernel was 29.78% and CSI:FingerID with ALIGNF was 28.84% or
24.82%. That of Finger:ID was only 17.74%. Interestingly, for k=1, the perfor-
mance advantage of ADAPTIVE against IOKR was rather slight, while k= 10
and 20, ADAPTIVE outperformed IOKR much more clearly, with the difference
of around 3 to 4% under the same condition for the two methods. This indicates
that the performance advantage of ADAPTIVE was confirmed by checking a
larger number of top candidates. Another finding is the performance differ-
ence between linear and Gaussian kernels was very slight (almost nothing) for
ADAPTIVE under the same other conditions. Also this is true of UNIMKL and
ALIGNF, the performance for them was rather the same. However the size of
fingerprints strongly affected the performance in the sense that a larger size of
fingerprints achieved a higher performance. In summary, ADAPTIVE clearly
outperformed competing methods with, for example, for k=20, the difference
of 3–4%, which is very sizable.

Computation time for prediction

IOKR was already shown to be faster than previous kernel-based methods
in prediction [Brouard et al., 2016b]. Thus, we consider only IOKR as a compet-
ing method for examining computational efficiency. Table 3.3 shows the com-
putation time of ADAPTIVE and IOKR with linear and Gaussian kernels for
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Table 3.3: Computation time for prediction by ADAPTIVE and IOKR. The
smallest values (indicating the fastest) were in boldface for linear and Gaus-
sian kernels.

Method
Mol. vec. size

prediction time (ms/example)

linear Gaussian

IOKR 2765 140.22 3352.4

ADAPTIVE
100 20.32 802.6
200 39.88 844.33
300 54.14 1071.8

prediction. The computation time was averaged over the 10-fold CV. This table
shows that ADAPTIVE was significantly faster than IOKR. Specifically under
both linear and Gaussian kernels, ADAPTIVE with the fingerprint size of 100
was four to seven times faster than IOKR. This is because molecular vectors by
ADAPTIVE are much more precise and adaptive to given data than those used
in IOKR.

3.4.3 Case study

To understand the results obtained by ADAPTIVE more, in the obtained
molecular vectors, we examined substructures rooted at atoms, which acti-
vated several example features most. As shown in Section 3.3.2, each sub-
structure rooted at an atom is represented by a state vector and contributes to
computing the molecular vector of the whole molecule. Then, given a feature,
we can estimate the contribution of each substructure by simply computing
the softmax value from the corresponding state vector. We use these values of
substructures as scores to rank substructures to activate the given feature.

Figure 3.4 shows three example features (#2, #39 and #83). For each feature,
we show three substructures with the highest scores (each score is shown above
the substructure). The first row shows three substructures which activated fea-
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Figure 3.4: Example features (#2, #39 and #83) and their three substructures
(and their scores) which activated the corresponding feature most. Note that
three substructures of each feature share a similar group (set) of atoms which
are shown in blue.

ture #2 most. Interestingly, we can see that these substructures share a further
smaller, similar group of atoms: O, P and S (highlighted in blue). Similarly,
the second row shows three substructures sharing a group of atoms: O and
N, where these substructures activated feature #39 most. Also the third row
shows substructures which activated feature #83, all having atom: Cl. Thus,
Figure 3.4 shows that each feature of ADAPTIVE is activated by multiple dif-
ferent substructures sharing some similar properties, which must be important
in data and probably for prediction. In contrast, each feature in regular molec-
ular fingerprints is activated by only one predefined substructure. In summary,
from this case study, learned features of ADAPTIVE are more concise and spe-
cific to the task of metabolite identification than regular molecular fingerprints,
leading to the advantage of predictive performance and computation time.
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3.5. Summary

Supervised learning for metabolite identification uses fingerprints as inter-
mediate representation vectors between spectra and metabolites, while such
vectors are too redundant to cover all possible substructures and chemical prop-
erties in metabolites, causing limitations in predictive performance and high
computational costs. To overcome this problem, we have proposed ADAP-
TIVE, which generates representations of metabolites specific to given spectrum-
structure pairs. ADAPTIVE learns a model to generate molecular vectors for
metabolites, which is parameterized by a message passing neural network over
given molecular structures and trained through optimizing the objective func-
tion to maximize the correlation between molecular vectors and corresponding
spectra. Our empirical validation of ADAPTIVE with the benchmark data set
showed the advantage of ADAPTIVE over existing methods including IOKR,
the current cutting- edge method, both in predictive performance and compu-
tation time for prediction.

A drawback of ADAPTIVE would be interpretability, because structural in-
formation are implicitly encoded in compact vectors in ADAPTIVE and cannot
be made explicit easily. In metabolite identification, it would be desirable to
connect the set of peaks to the corresponding substructures/ chemical proper-
ties of metabolites (see Chapter 2). Developing a model with such interpretabil-
ity would be interesting future work.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and future work

In the present thesis, we studied computational methods for metabolite
identification from mass spectra data, with the focus on the machine learning
approach. In Chapter 1, we reviewed many techniques/software tools with dif-
ferent approaches to deal with the task of metabolite identification, which can
be divided into the following main groups: mass spectra library, in silico frag-
mentation and machine learning. We mainly focus on machine learning based
methods (used in in silico fragmentation and machine learning approaches) for
the task, which are the key to the recent progress in metabolite identification.

In Chapter 2, we have proposed machine learning models which are able
to incorporate peak interactions for fingerprint prediction (the first stage in
machine learning based approach). Our experiments showed that peak in-
teractions are definitely useful to improve fingerprint prediction, along with
discriminative information about peaks. Our first model is based on kernel
learning, defining two kernels, one for peaks and the other for peak interac-
tions, which are then combined through MKL. Again we note that Shen et al.
[2014b] used fragmentation trees and spectra as input, while converting spectra
into fragmentation trees is definitely computationally expensive. On the other
hand, our model of kernel learning uses only peaks in the spectrum as input for
prediction, indicating that our model is much more efficient. Kernel learning
does not have to construct feature vectors for spectra, and instead this is done
implicitly by kernels defined, which can avoid any error caused when generat-
ing feature vectors. However, a big issue of kernel learning is interpretability.
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That is, it is difficult for kernel learning to figure out which subset of peaks or
peak interactions exhibit the strongest effects on fingerprint prediction, despite
that clearly each property depends on a few number of mass positions in each
given spectrum Our sparse interaction models,(L-)SIMPLE, have a number of
advantages, which are summarized in Chapter 2: (L-)SIMPLE is formulated as
a sparse, convex optimization model, which can capture peak interactions and
also give interpretable solutions. We emphasize that next generation finger-
print prediction needs a ML model, which should learn, from huge but sparse
spectra, peaks as well as peak interactions comprehensibly and predict finger-
prints.

In Chapter 3, we have proposed ADAPTIVE, which generates representa-
tions of metabolites specific to given spectrum-structure pairs. The model can
overcome the limitations of molecular fingerprints which are lengthy and irrel-
evant to the task and data. ADAPTIVE learns a model to generate representa-
tions, named molecular vectors, for metabolites. The model is parameterized
by a MPNN that takes given molecular structures as inputs and output molec-
ular vectors. Its parameters are trained through optimizing the objective func-
tion to maximize the correlation between molecular vectors and corresponding
spectra. Our empirical validation of ADAPTIVE with the benchmark dataset
showed the advantage of ADAPTIVE over existing methods including IOKR,
the current cutting-edge method, both in predictive performance and compu-
tation time for prediction. A drawback of ADAPTIVE would be interpretabil-
ity, because structural information is implicitly encoded in compact vectors in
ADAPTIVE and cannot be made explicit easily. In metabolite identification,
it would be desirable to connect the set of peaks to the corresponding sub-
structures/chemical properties of metabolites. Developing a model with such
interpretability would be interesting future work.

Although encouraging results have been already obtained in this thesis, the
approach must be extended further before the proposed methods become use-
ful tools for the task of metabolite identification. In this thesis, supervised
learning methods for predicting intermediate representations for metabolites
have been proposed. Unsupervised learning models which are expected to
discover potentially meaningful substructures from MS data (also known as
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Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of Markov random field regularized LDA;
if two words are correlated according to the external knowledge, an undirected
edge between their topic labels is created. Finally, a graph in which nodes are
latent topic labels and edges connect topic labels of semantically related words.
In this example, the graph contains five nodes z1, z2, z3, z4, z5 and two edges
(z2, z4), (z3, z5).

substructure annotation mentioned in Chapter 1) will also be considered in
future work. For instance, a key limitation of the existing unsupervised proba-
bilistic topic models for extracting substructures (called motifs) from MS peaks,
including LDA in Chapter 1, is that, words (peaks) are assumed to be uncorre-
lated or so-called bag-of-word assumption, meaning that the topic assignment
for each word (peak) is irrelevant to all other words (peaks). This assumption
results in losing rich information about the word (peak) dependencies and inco-
herent learned topics (motifs). Some methods have been proposed to incorpo-
rate external knowledge regarding the word correlation in the text application,
such as WordNet [Miller, 1995], which can be considered to learn more coher-
ent topics. Andrzejewski et al. [2009] proposed an approach to incorporate such
knowledge into LDA by imposing Dirichlet Forest Prior, replacing the Dirichlet
prior over topic-word multinomial to encode the Must-links and Cannot-links
between words. Words having Must-links are imposed to have similar proba-
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bilities within all topics while those with Cannot-links are not allowed to have
high probabilities in any topics simultaneously. In a similar fashion, Newman
et al. [2011] proposed a quadratic regularizer and a convolved Dirichlet over
the topic-word distribution to incorporate the dependencies between words.
One point is that these methods ignored the fact that there are some words cor-
related depending on the topic they appear in. Xie et al. [2015] proposed to
use a Markov random field for regularization of LDA to encourage words sim-
ilarly labeled to share the same topic label (Figure 4.1). Under this model, the
topic assignment of each word is not independent, but depends on the topic
labels of its correlated words. Motivated by these advanced learning models
designed for text applications, FTs constructed directly from mass spectra can
be used as a source of external knowledge to provide rich information about
peak correlations, making the learned motifs more coherent.

In silico fragmentation is one of alternating approaches to overcome the in-
sufficiency of mass spectra libraries. The good point of this approach is its
ability to take advantage of compound databases with a huge number of chem-
ical structures of known compounds to generate simulated spectra. However,
generation of such spectra from chemical structures is challenging because the
fragmentation process of a molecular structure is truly stochastic. Even from
the same structure, different spectra can be generated at different times. There-
fore, prediction of spectra from structures will be more challenging for ma-
chine learning methods and requires more research in the future. Our future
work will be the development of generative machine learning models for pro-
ducing realistic spectra from chemical structures, which can be then used for
metabolite identification in combination with the reverse process (from spectra
to chemical structures).

Additionally, we also emphasize that the combination of different approaches
should be also taken into account, by which we can take advantages of them for
significant improvements. For instance, (MP-)IOKR and CSI:FingerID are us-
ing machine learning and fragmentation trees as input. Another is MetFusion,
mentioned in Chapter 1, combines the results from MassBank (mass spectral
library) and MetFrag (in silico fragmentation) to take advantages of comple-
mentary approaches.
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Appendix

A.1. Optimization problem 2.14 is convex w.r.t. w and W

The predictive model 2.12 can be rewritten as:

f (x; w, W) = b + wTx + xTWx (4.1)

= b +
(

wTvec(W)T
)( x

vec(xxT)

)
(4.2)

= b + zT

(
x

vec(xxT)

)
(4.3)

where z =

(
w

vec(W)

)
. Since this is a linear model, the classification loss term

in 2.14 is jointly convex with respect to both w and W if loss function employed
is convex.

For the regularization term, we define the following function for z: |z| =
α||w||1 + β||W||∗. We will prove that it is a norm. Indeed, it is trivial to verify
that if |z| = 0 only if z = 0, and that |tz| = t|z| if t is a scalar. The remaining
requirement is that the function satisfies the triangle inequality; that is, given

z =

(
w

vec(W)

)
and z

′
=

(
w
′

vec(W)
′

)
, we have:

|z + z
′ | = |

(
w + w

′

vec(W) + vec(W)
′

)
| = α||w + w

′ ||1 + β||vec(W) + vec(W)
′ ||∗

≤ α(||w||1 + ||w
′ ||1) + β(||vec(W)||∗ + ||vec(W)

′ ||∗) = |z|+ |z
′ |

(4.4)
The last inequality hold as ||.||1 and ||.||∗ are norms, satisfying the triangle in-
equality. Therefore, the regularization term in 2.14 is also convex.
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A.2. ADMM for updating b and w

The subproblem for optimizing b, w in (2.21) is equivalent to

bt+1, wt+1 = argmin
b,w

L(b, w, Wt, Ct, ut)

= argmin
b,w

α||w||1 +
1
2
||1− YFt −C + u||22

= argmin
b,w

α||w||1 +
1
2
||Xw + b1− F̂1||22

(4.5)

where F̂1 = Y(1− C + u) − diag(XWXT). We denote the operator diag(.) to
produce a vector composed of diagonal elements of given square matrix.

In fact, solving (4.5) can be done easily with proximal gradient descent
through alternately updating estimate of w and b as follows:

zk+1 = wk − δwXT(Xwk + bk − F̂1)

wk+1 = Sα(zk+1)

bk+1 = 1
n sum(F̂1 − Xwk+1)

(4.6)

where δw is the learning rate for the proximal gradient updates and set to 0.01
in our experiments, k is the index of inner loop for optimizing b, w, Sλ(t) is the
element-wise soft-thresholding operator, defined by:

Sλ(t) = sign(t)max(0, |t| − λ) (4.7)
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A.3. ADMM for updating W

The subproblem of optimizing W in (2.21) is equivalent to:

Wt+1 = argmin
W

L(bt+1, wt+1, W, Ct, ut)

= argmin
W

β||W||∗ + γtrace(WL)

+
1
2
||1− YFt −Ct + ut||22

= argmin
W

β||W||∗ + γtrace(WL)

+
1
2
||diag(XWXT)− F̂2||22

(4.8)

where F̂2 = Y(1− C + u)− b1− Xw. It is obvious that the objective function
(4.8) split in two components: γtrace(WL) + 1

2 ||diag(XWXT) − F̂2||22, which
is convex, differentiable and β||W||∗, which is also convex with inexpensive
proximal operator. It is known that the solution of (4.8) is given by the ma-
trix shrinkage operation which corresponds to a singular value decomposition
(SVD) (see, e.g., [Cai et al., 2010] and [Ma et al., 2011] for more details). Hence,
proximal gradient descent for updating W again is given as follows:



Rk+1 = diag(XWkXT)− F̂2

∆WL = γL + XTRk+1X

Zk+1 = Wk − δW∆WL
Uk+1, Ek+1 = EVD(Zk+1)

Êk+1
= Sβ(Ek+1)

Wk+1 = Uk+1Êk+1Uk+1

(4.9)

where ∆WL is the derivative of the differentiable component of (4.8) with re-
spect to W, δW is the learning rate for the proximal gradient updates and set to
0.05 in our experiments, k is the index of inner loop for optimizing W. U and
E are columns of eigenvectors and diagonal matrix of eigenvalues obtained
by applying eigendecomposition (EVD) to Z, by which we can guarantee the
semidefiniteness of weight matrix W after each iteration.
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A.4. ADMM for updating C

For the subproblem of optimizing C in (2.21), it is equivalent to

Ct+1 = argmin
C
L(bt+1, wt+1, Wt+1, C, ut)

= argmin
C

n

∑
i=1

(Ci)+ +
1
2
||1− YFt+1 + ut −C||2

(4.10)

In order to solve (4.10), we use the following proposition in [Watanabe et al.,
2014]:
Proposition 1: the solution Tλ(t) = argminx∈R λ(x)+ + 1

2(x − t)2 has the fol-
lowing form:

Tλ(t) =


t− λ if t ≥ λ

0 if 0 ≤ t ≤ λ

t if t < 0
(4.11)

Note that components of C are independent of each other in (4.10). By ap-
plying Proposition 1 in element-wise, we can derive the update for C in the
following closed form solution:

Ct+1 = T1(1− YFt+1 + ut) (4.12)

A.5. Solving 3.11

The goal is to seek the optimal function h : X → Fd by solving the op-
timization problem 3.11. By using the representer theorem in Micchelli and
Pontil [2005], optimal solution ĥ of (3.11) can be represented by a linear combi-
nation of vector-valued kernels on training set X :

ĥ(xi) =
n

∑
i=1
Kn(xi, xj)cj, (4.13)

where ci(i = 1, ..., n) are vectors in Fd; Kn is an operator-valued kernel, defined
on spectra X , satisfying certain constraints (see Micchelli and Pontil [2005]).
As dimensionality d of space Fd is finite, the kernel is a matrix with the size of
d× d.
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By replacing ĥ(xi) in (3.11) with (4.13), the objective function in (3.11) be-
comes:

n

∑
i=1
||

n

∑
j=1
Kn(xi, xj)cj − φ(yi)||2Fd

++λ
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

cT
i Kn(xi, xj)cj (4.14)

In matrix form, the above can be rewritten as:

||Knvec(Cn)− vec(φ(Yn))||2F + λvec(Cn)
TKnvec(Cn) (4.15)

where Cn = (c1, c2, ..., cn) and φ(Yn) = (φ(y1), φ(y2), ..., φ(yn)) are both matri-
ces with the size of d× n.

By taking the derivative of (4.15) with respect to vec(Cn) and setting it to
zero, we obtain the optimal solution for vec(Cn):

vec(Cn) = (λInd +Kn)
−1vec(φ(Yn)) (4.16)

From (4.13) and (4.16), we get the solution ĥ in Equation (3.12).
In the case that the operator-valued kernel keeps Kn(x, x

′
) = k(x, x

′
) ∗ Id,

4.15 can be simplified as:

||φ(Yn)−CnKn||2F + λtrace(CT
n KnCn) (4.17)

By taking the derivative of (4.17) with respect to Cn and setting it to zero, we
obtain: (CnKn − φ(Yn))Kn + λCnKn = 0, then we can get (3.13).
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